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XA·VI ER UNI.VERSITY . . . 
week of MARCH. 10, .1999 
. This is the team's second appearance in the NCAA Tournament. Its.first was in 1993. 
Women at-large 
BY MATT BARBER . 
Sports Editor 
If this Xavier women's basket-
ball team has been ariythirig this 
. year, it is confident. Butafterhalf. 
· of the bracket had· been an-
nounced during Sunday's NCAA 
Selection Show and Xavier· had 
not yet appeared, senior captain . 
. Nikki Kreiner became visibly ner-
vous. 
_ ·When Xavier finally flashed on 
the large televisibn screen in the 
cafeteria as an eight seed playing 
ninth seeded Florida International 
· University in the. Mideast Region, 
Kremer let out a sigh of relief 
' while the rest of the team jumped 
school history, after ei:iding the 
regular. season at 23~6 following 
an 85~73 loss to St. Joseph's Uni-
EUU~!lB.A LL · versityinthec~ampiOrishipgaine. 
. ~U · . · of the Atlantic· 10 Conference 
-~ : : '#'f . Tournament. :.· ·. · 
>-The Game; ·The Musketeers . The only other appearance the 
face No. 22 Florida'Interriational XU women· have made· in the 
. uriiversity Golden Panthers ori . NCAATournainent was i'n 1993 
Friday at approximately 8)0 when they won the Midwestern 
. p.m. 
>-The Place: Storrs, Conn., at 
the University of Connecticut's 
Harry A: Gampel Pavilion 
>-Key Matchup: FIU's senior 
· point guard, Dalma Ivanyi, who 
leads the nation in as.sists with 
Collegiate Conference Touma- . 
ment and received an automatic 
bid. They lost in the first round 
to Clemson; 70-64. . 
and cheered. · . · 
"I've had ·butterflies in my .an average of9.2 per game, will 
face off with senior Nikki 
' stomach all day," said Kremer on '' 
-Florida International also re-
ceived an at-large bid after it was 
defeated in the Sun Belt Confer-
ence title contest by No. 3 Loui- · 
siana Tech, who earned a No. 1 
seed in the West Region of the 
NCAA Touri}ament. · · 
Sund'ay. "Everybody told irie not Kremer, Xavier's point guard, . 
to doubt it,_ but;until I saw it;' I .·who is second in the nation.with . 
·The winner of the Xavier- .· 
Florida International game· will. 
face the winner of the· game be., 
tween. top seeded. and. fourth 
wasn't sure.''• an 8.7 assjst per game average. 
The Musketeers will face· the 
· No. 22 FIU Golden Panthers on· 
Friday in Storrs, Corin.; atthe Uni- .. 
versity of Connecticut's Harry A.. 
· Gampel Pavilion at approximately 
· 8:3Q p.m. Xavier received just 
one vote in the Coaches' Poll 
which had FiU ranked 22nd, but 
the NCAA SeleCtion Committee· 
granted XU the better seed in the· 
tournament. 
"I think that seed is good," said 
· Xav'ier head coach Mefani_e .. 
Balcomb. "We·. were hoping for 
anywhere between an eiglit and a · 
12. To get an eight seed shows 
© 1999. The Xavier NeM(swir~· 
· All rightS re~erved 
that. our big wins mattered. Our - ranked UConn and 16th seeded 
wins over Virginia Tech (No. 15) · St. Francis (Pa.). University· on 
certainly helped us.'' Sunday at 9 p.m.· That game will 
•' ' In what could turn out to be be tel~vised on ESPN2. · 
·.one of the.more intriguing match-
ups ·.of _the entire tournament, 
FIU's senior point guard, Dalma 
Ivariyi, 'who leads the nation in 
assists with' an average of 9.2 per 
game, will face off with Kremer, 
Xavier's.point guard, who is sec~ 
ond in the nation with an 8.7 as-· 
sist per game average: 
- Xavier received its at-larg~ bid 
to the 'tournament, its_ first in 
NEWS·:··.· 
Grun~inger wins SGA 
in landslide 
PAGE2 
Xavier iS 4-5 against teams 
who qualified for thetourhament· · 
this seasori;iricludingl2th seeded 
Cincinnati •who Xavier could face: 
in the Sweet 16, if both teams win 
their fir~t and seccrn~cround 
games. The game would be 
playea in Ci.ncinnati a~ the Shoe-
maker Center atUC,which is one 
of four regional tournament sites 
in the country. · 
·OP-ED: 
," 
Y2K scare noi ctiuse for 
: . apocalyptic panic . 
PAGl:.6 
Clubs work to 
. rid XU of foam 
BY JAMiE CURRAN · 
News Writer 
. Lunch is over. You pack up your 
things, swfog a book bag over your 
shoulder;pitch your to~go garbage_ 
and head to class. 
Ws:a routine most students have 
beep through countless times, but 
·. · the 'Styrofoam container~ used to 
serve .these meals are harmful for 
the environment, say Xavi'er's 
Earthcare and Earthbread. The two . 
the old Styrofoam ice cream cups 
with ceramic ones. 
Neema Nourian, a biology lab . 
· technician, said, "I spoke with Dan 
Yeager three times personally and 
also sent a letter signed by all the 
biology department _faculty, and 
nothing has ever come out of it; 
Money is part of the issue, I think,· 
but also that students weren't show-
ing sensitivity ·to the issue.'' 
•. Members of Earthcare picked 
clubs are launch- through one day's 
ing an.initiative to worth of a dorm's 
replace Styrofoam ".The. whole thing garbage. 
containers used in - b · "The amount 
the. Gril1e with ·is crazy eca_use ·of Styrofoam we 
more environmen- alternatives to ' found. was truly 
tally friendly offensive," said 
packaging. . Styrofoam do . exist.,, ' Barker. "Landfills 
· "Styrofoam is · · are being closed 
-Junior Kristen Barke. r, literally the worst because th~y are 
thing we can use · president' of Earthcare full,'and an we are 
becaµse it is com- . . . .. doing is adding to 
pletely unbio,degradable," said . the problem. We.know Styrofoam· 
Earthcare president, junior Kristen is cheaper, but t.here are other im-
Barker. "'The whole thing i~ crazy . portant things to consider.'' 
because alteT1Jatives to Styrofoam Earthcare and Earthbread will 
do-exist.'; · · · · display a petition ~pposing Xavier's. 
According to Dan.Yeager, ge~~ use of Styrofoam outside the Grille 
era! manager of campus gini1ig ser- March 22~26. Table tents and fly-
vices; Xavier only uses Styrofoam · ers will also be used to inform stu-
containers in necessary instances. dents of the dangers of Styrofoam 
· "I don't have a problem with and encourage them to write com-
. ·eliminatii:tg Styrofoam on campus," ment cards about the issue. 
said Yeager, "But I am having "If they still don't respond, we 
trouble finding a suitable replace- ' will meet with the biology club and 
ment for to-go containers and soup fully get. the support of SGA,'" said 
cups.'' Barker. "Hopefully, things will be 
_ Campus dining services has .al- resolved before then. Anything 
ready m~de sonie environmentally- 'besides what we are doing would 
friendly efforts, such as replacing be better.'' 
. · · NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY 
.
·w.·· .. ··:_ .. . · .:·" -h·· .·.·. ,· t. "e·.-_, .:. · ..• • Tuesday's winter storm left a seven-inch blanket of snow on campus. 
Physical Plant cleared the walkways. 
··.S'PORTS: 
Men's ba~ketb.allfa<;es 
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On Monday, March· 15, the· 
Williams College of 'Bl1sines·s .. 
will host a Business CareerDay . 
.· . for all students who have not de-
clared a major. Reprel>entatives 
from io community companies· 
. will be on campus to discuss thefr . 
areas of expertise. 
Students will have the oppor-
tunity to participate in. two 30 
minute sessions ( 1 :30-2 p.m. and 
2:10-2:40 p.m;) _in CBA rooms 
divided by major: accounting 
(room 1), economics (room 3), 
entrepreneurial studies (room 7); 
finance (room 9), human re~ 
sources (room 7},. information 
systems (room,9); ma11agement .· 
. (room 7) and marketing (room 2) .. 
Refreshments• will be provided 
after the sessions. For more in: 
formation, call Kathy McClusky 
at 745-4869. 
Employment_ fair 
· The "Diversity Across Ca-. 
reers" employment fair is sched-
. uled for Friday, March 19, from . 
1:30-4 p.m. in O'Connor Sports 
Center. The event is open to all 
Xavier students and 1:1lumni; ·as 
well as the community at large. 
Attendees . should wear prof es-
. sio.nal attire and bring at least 
twenty copies of. their .resume, 
Check the career services center . 
website, www.xu.eciU!stildev/ca~ · 
reer, for moreinformation. . 
China experience · 
· Thomas St~inbugler, S.J., ~f 
the'Asian Jes~it ci:>nference, will 
. present an infom1ation session on 
the Beijing Center, where Xavier. 
students.can.attend for a semes-
ter or a year and learn about Chi-
llese language~ history; politics 
and religions. The session will 
be held Thursday, March 11, from 
2:30-4 p.in. in CBA room 7. _ 
Interlibrary loa~ 
Tlie library has Qevefoped an 
· electronic interlibrary ·loan ·re-
que8tsystem that can be acc~s·s~ 
from the library web site by click- •·. 
. irigon '.'Interlibrary.Loan" or by 
going directly to www.xu.edti/fi~ 
brary/interlibloan.html. This will 
_ be used in place of the paper 
forms now in use. --
Writing club 
Mermaid Tavern, the Xavier · 
student writing club,• and Ath- · 
enaeum, -the Xavier student arts 
. magazine, aie seeking new mem-
bers .. For more information, con~ . 
tact Tyrone Williams in the En- · 
glish depaitilient ·at 745-2014. 
Student art show 
- . 
An exhibition of work by -
Xavier art students will be held 
. at the art gallery in Coheri Cen-
ter. through March 19. Gallery 
hciurs'are 10 a.m. to 4 p.ni~:·Call' 
745~3811 for·more infoririation: · 
··:r_.•-i.·-; .. .• CAMPUS .NEws• ·. 
·· . . · . . • . . . . . ·.·· .• ·•.• · .. • · · · ·.. .. · . . .. . • · PHO:ro !=0URTE5Y.0F JI.JUE HAMMERSMITH 
· Some Collegiate Challenge Program participants spent their Spring Break building fiouses in 
· N~wpol1; News,Va. From left to ri~ht? Li~.o~ey Matti'ngly, Cameron Cox, Kristen Knapick, B~th· 
Roeseler, Katie Spearman, Julie Hammersmith and Claire Mugavins: · 





: ... -. - ·.· .. -·· - .· 
VJ¢tory1i1. 
• electioll · 
BY SARAH' !<ELLEY 
. .. CampusNe"i!s Editor .. . 
. . . . ·The SGA exeeut1ve •elections 
. end6dwith theticket ofjuniqrLynn -
Grunzinger (president), }unior 
. James· Bowling '(leg\.slative vice 
; president)• and-sophdmore Nate 
.. ·.Moster (administrative vice presi-·· 
. dent) beating juniorAndy Weiss,'· 
. : freshman Susan Barber and sopho-
-ffi:ore Mike Page'.by :a landslide:··. 
'_ofthe 830 votes·c~st in.the elec-
tion, Gninzinger's ticket received 
525 ·· ve>tds . and .Weiss; ticket re-
ceived 275 votes, after a 30 vote · 
deduction. · · . 
: Voter turn~~t .was less than last XU's Habitiltlendsa hand 
;, ;.· ; ; ; i year's, which brought in 887 votes 
BY MICHELLE MANA5SAH partnership.with families in .need. . to us. We would discuss our experi- between fohr tickets, resulting in a.· 
. New~ Writer . '~[In North Car()li.na] the hospi~ ences. and .·hold reflections," much narrower ma~gin of victory. 
While other stlidehti.-traveled tauty: is incredible there," he. said. Hasenmueller said.' Grunzinger's tiCket will be sworn. 
home or to the beach this Spring ''They are welcorp.ing with open Julie Hammersmith,a fresh.:Oan, . in on April 17 and ~;ill fulfill their 
Break, three student groups. from arms; It's a great time and a power-- . att~nded the site in Newptirt News: positions for one year. . 
the Habitat for Humanity organi- ful experience." - When they reached the site, there "Sometimes elections are ·more . 
- zation built houses and did a vari~ Tressler hai traveled to Philadel-. -was only. a fou11gation; when they popularity based," said Orunzinger .. ·• -· 
. ety of volunteer work at sites in. phia;'Georgia and.North Carolina ·left; "therewerewalls,"she said. · · _ .''However, I think this one had to· 
Conce>rd, N.C., Newport News, Va~. - with this.program, whiCh began four· · - "There was like a chain reaction ·.do with ideas and our win reflects 
and the Catholic Worke~ Farm in . years ago. _ . . . -of servic~;'.. Hammersmith said. The . OUJ;' hard workand campajgning;" 
W. Va, whe~e students did farm work .·. Mike Hasenmueller, the direc~ students helped .build the house; "I think that our varied experi-
·and.various chores. tor for Student Activities at the Dor~. ,the local people made them meals; . ence 11.nd backgrounds in student 
This program; organized by the'. othy Day House, also worked as· a the students donated. leftover food .. government' !eel to.the results/~ said 
Spring Break Trip Coordinator Pll!ticipantat the site in NorlhC~o~ · to those in' need.. . . . Moster. 
Kate Bergman, is part of the Colle- . liria. . . . . - . . • . . "[The group]. k:epf a journal to Grunzinger is currently serving 
giate _Chalienge Program from ';This.was so ,neaningful for me~ write about the experiences .. We . as administrative vice 'president,, . 
Habitat for :Humanity International. · · and it was a real growth ~xperience. also saw the movie 'Life is Beauti~ • Bowling ~s senate coordinator arid 
When signing up, Bergman des- for all of us," he said. . · . · · ·. · · . ful' and realize'd that life is beauti- Moster as a memberof SAC. Each 
. ignatedfpriority to·Habitat meiri- . "!~_was.a very spiritual experi~ .. ·· fol.f.bbplearewhatm~es-lif~fun;"; ,of.themhas:servedon-SGA since 
hers, however, any Xavief:' student . ence, too, because it gave me an- Hammersmith added'. - ··.. . . theirfreshnian year .. · . 
was invited to-partfoipate. . other way· of looking at life, deal- _ . , ~'Goi_ng .on Sprirtg ·Break with .•.. "We are 11..Iready working. on 
_ . Seniorand four-time participant · ing with issues of justice and liv- · Habitat 
1
has been one ohhe best proj~cts," said Bowlihg."Our goal . 
··in the program, David Tressler, iitg our lives." . . . parts . of lllY experi~nce. here. at is. to get all of our projects com-
. worked on the site in North Caro~ . · In the everiiilgs, the group gath- . X:avier, and with Habitat. Each year pleted over the surrimer." .. . 
-lina. "We worked Monday through ered for shared time and social ac- has been a.powerful experience to . "The tangible goals our tfoket 
Friday from 8 a.m. to4:30p.m.,"·he ·. tivities... . · ._ . .. · . · connect with qthe~s and to connect .ran on are what we can get (:lone 
said. · · "Different·· groups·. in the . area with the work of buildhig hope and . over the summer," said Grunzinger. 
Tressler noted the building of a would cook diimedor us and talk communities,'' T1'essler said. :_. "We will also workon figuring out 
· - other projects. to a~complisli dur-
X. U · stud ... e. nts.. c_:,e. ·leb. r.a ..te. L .. ·ent · i~g:Oti:;~·~ their inaugura~ion in 
-BY KATIE SUMMERS . ,Intended as a way to "deepen kicked off on .Monday, Mar~h 8" • 
. News Writer _ - the understanding of the Christian with a discussion from Rev. John 
Xavier students can join in the moral life," the discussions will.re- · LaRocca, S.J. . ... -
.celebration ofLentby participat~ _ volve around reaclings.fr~m Th.e. Thedailylecture serie~willrun 
· ing in several of tqe university- Catechism of the Catholic Church, until Friday, March 12, with Frs. 
sponsored Lenten activities .. · .· "The Christian Life." Those who Kennealy; Bollman; Graham .and 
.. These programs, which began on . are interested in attending. these o"Donn~ll partidpatiitg irt the se-
Feb. 22and are scheduled to 'con~ . readings and discussions may ob- ries. 
Aprif; the officers will participate 
in a student round table discussion 
in the cafeteria i'n which ~tuderits ' 
can offer s~ggestions: . _ 
The i.mplementation of an ·on-
campus video storeand the pur~. 
.chase of a third shuttle are top pri~ 
orities for the ticket: · · · · 
The executive officers wili meet 
. with student senators a~d members · tinue for the clurationofLent;:are taill a free .copy of the book from ·· A pizza party is scheduled· to 
..· open to all who are interested in · Bellarmine Chapel. take place ori Friday following the : of SAC over the summer to-<iiscuss 
·attending. : · . - . ·•· ···• .. · · . . Anotherorie of Xavier's Le11ten last lecture an~ 5 p~m. Mass. . up~o~ing projects. . . .·· .. 
'Includea in the activities are th'e activites highlights the 377th ·an~ · . ·."I hope that students wi.H avai.1 · '.'Overall I feel the elections were 
·. nightlycat~chism discussions held. niversaiy of the .. canonization" of therns~lve.s of the many- campus very well done,;; said SGA presi~ 
•in Bellarmine Chapel. These dis- _Saint Ignatius of Loyola imd Saint _ opp<)rtunities to spiritually prepare · dent Desiree Demonbreun. "Both 
cussicms precede the .regularly FranciS Xavier. ·. . · ·.. . for the coming ofE;ast~r by partici- tickets were very capable and I c~n- , 
. sch~ufod 'lO:p;m'. Mass a~d i~sf The pro.gram~ entitled "Five pating in Lenten a9ti'Vitiest" :said , gratulate Lynn's ticket for their . 
20 to 30· minute~: . . Days of Prayer and .Meditation;;' Rev. Matthe\Y Gamber; ·s.J. - · . -hard work and their win." .· _ . 
-P ... ·_·o· 11·c·e' "·.:·.···1':, ·,·. 't ... e:·. '.,"'s'· .. ;~·· front e~tranc~ cifIIiisman. Thencih- Moncl&lY· March&; 2:09 ~.m. 
, ... . . . , . studenfwas arrested. 'on a~ out~ ~ Somoone ignited asmokebornb · ... ,-.. · ..o· ..... 1.·c·'·:···· · .. •·.· .. ·•N ... · o·.· .. ,_ ...... -.· .. · 
standing traffic warrant and was outside an apartment in the :X,ayi~r ··••·· 
-· Mo.nday; Match.1, 10:30 ·'turned over: to Cincinnati-police. Village:causing minor damage to , .•. ' :o· .~·:f!! ___ · .... _,_t_·· ... '·-... :.•·e:·.·.·.·.·.·.•:1•_• .. _e:''. ..... · . . ·····•.· ... · .. · .. _.. ··-··_··.· , 
.. a~m. ~ campus police re~eived . · · . . . the carpet. · · . . .. . '.I 11 n 1 . B 
a report that anon~studenfh.ad'• . Tuesday, March 2; 4:45 p~fu~ . . . . . ·,· :· Sunday, March: 7; 
forge.d and cashed two checks- - Sqiiieofi~ ran irito and destrdyed ... ·· .. Tuesday~_Ma~ch !J; 12:4sp.m. . --~:30 a.mi~ :Four al~mni 
for approximately $600 .. The a stop sign in t~e C::()hen parking -A woman ~as.rep(>rted tearing. . entered th~ University 
·suspect has been ic!entified and •.lot. _ · · · · ·' · · pages out' ofrnagazines in thdi'.'.' :'Center-basement and stole. 
is under iriv~stigation. . • •. brary. The noii~student was warne(f . . ~ ca~e of s~ft drinks. The 
. . . . . . . - . . Sunday, M~rth 7,:7:J5 p.m~ abquttresp'assirig'andc~iminal~ls~ . . suspects,: wh1fwere be- . 
, .. Moriday; Marfh' 1; 2 :4S · . m-Tliefe was· a ~ma.II greas_e fire .in . · chief and was escortecl'off the prop: tweefi. :the ages of 22 •and . 
p.m. ~ Campus police re~ · thecafeteriaduringtheNCAApair- erty ~}'cai,ripiis·pqlice> ·· · · .. • 23/.wer~Jdentified •. arid. 
.. _ spondedto thereportofa suspi-.' ~·· ing piuty. There Were~rioinjuries. ·.·cited: _ .·· ' - · >. • 
.. '·•. •.. . ..... · .... • I . · ..... , ... • ...... . 
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Our catalog of summer th<;ses is 
ready to be ni:tifcd to you. 'me 
catalog gives you a complete lb1.ing 
. of our cour~ ollelings, special · 
workshops, ;ind travel programs. 
Call today for om- Summer Catalog. 
_Sessions -beginning 
Ma)~June, and July 
To request a catalog: 
Ctll n'i at 216-397-4257 
or e-mail us at mkeaveney@jcu.edu 
EASY HEGJSTRATION . 
CONVENIENT LOCATION 
SMALL CLASSES • FREE PARKING 
http://www.aup.edu/html/summer.html 
r 20th anniversary in providing 
'ty summer education. 
rench Immersion 
rt History 
ing for Film. Filmmaking 
75007 Paris, ·France 
Fax (33/1) 40 62 07 17 
2) 983-1414 
4 week of MARCH 10, 1999 
f •·f ' 
NEWS FEATURE THE XAVlER NEWSWIRE 
Students speak out· on social 
. . ' ,, ' ' 
1ss·ues 
.·· ' ·.. ' ·' . 
LORAINE CROUCH 
News Feature Editor 
On March 28 and 29, students 
will fuse their concern for social 
. issues and their theatrical talents in · 
an ensemble producti~n called 
Voices for Change. · . 
T,he three pefformances, 2 p.m. 
and 7 p.m. on Sunday and 7 p.m. 
on Monday, will deal. with a vari-
ety of issues ranging from abusive 
relationships and teen suicide to 
capital punishment and war. The 
shows will consist of a one-act play, 
a few monologues, several skits and. 
two interpretive dances. 
"It's not a typical theater produc~ 
tion," said producer and co-direc-
tor, senior Karin Rademaker. "Sev-
eral of the people involved are not 
usually in Xavier productions." 
other people are going through." 
By exploring these issues on the 
stage, Zie,nkiewiCz thinks audience · 
' merp.bers and cast members will see' 
' 'm9re clearly how people are af-
' Jected by. theseissues. - . 
. People from'. various local 
. groups will be passing out bro-. 
. chures about·vq,unteer opportuni-
ties to soli.dify theidea that people 
can, and do, makeadifference. 
At the beginning of February, 
the cast began their work on the 
production unlike any other, with a 
team-building retreat. SeniorMaria · 
Stamatakos organized· and. led the 
retreat with the :help of Mike; 
Hasenmueller, director of student' 
activities at The Dorothy· Day'. 
House. The culmination of the re-· 
treat . was the making of a cast 
candle. · - · 
Each cast member wrote down 
In both its~ content and organi-
zation, the production· is unique. 
The tasting was ensemble rather 
than open audition, and all who 
showed ·interest are participating. 
At the same time, the subject ma~­
ter targets specific socfal issues. 
Seniors Joe Bertucci and Katie DuMont rehearse their scene about teen suicide for Voices for 
Change, an ensemble production that addresses soci~l issues. 
. what he or she would be contribut-
ing to the' production on a piece of 
paper. The slips of paper were col-
lected and burned in a stainless steel 
bowl, and Hasenmueller used the 
"I've enjoyed doing theater, and · ·interest in.a future production. 
I'm pretty involved in service," said "It was really powerful to see the 
Rademaker. "!See this as an excel- interpretationoft~e song's mean-
lentchanceiocombine the two, and ing in dance," said sophomore 
use the theater as a megaphone to . Adam Ziemkiewicz, who saw last 
speak out about issues that aren't year's show and is choreographing 
normally in the public forum," she a number. for. this year: 
said. Rademaker hopes continued in~ 
' Twelve to 15 students are par- ' terest will make the show an annual 
. ticipating in the project and have event. "I got involved lastyear as 
written, directed; choreographed· an actor, and I really felt we were 
and will perform in the show.' A' doing something vahlable. I knew 
Northern Kentuck:Y Univer.sity stu- I wan_ted Voices for Change to hap-
dent contributed ·a piece as well as pen this year," shf'. said. 
'97 Xavier grad Jay Kalagayan. · The theater sponsored the play 
With· the exception of . but needed someone to organize it. 
Rademaker's adaptation of a chap- . After discussing things in the fall 
ter from a nonfiction book, the pro- with ~athy Springfield, director of. 
duction is cdmpriseq of original stu- performing arts, Rademaker felt 
dent writing. Last year: about eight .called to take on the responsibility 
students performed in a show by the of bringing the show to life. · 
saniename. Despite small turnout, According to senior actress 
the reception afterwards revealed Katie DuMont, life itself is the in- · 
on1>1;1eCfi!c)IDgy'.· .. ";; . 
. IJERJ\f~N~f:lt; i.·~rf.:rN .. ~:(· is 
·.l;,r,Sair:1aemova1 
.~. . ' ' '" .. '" 
-,.,Electrolysi~ without;. 
";dis.~omf6'rt- · · · 
-8:F~EE Con;ultations 
- Convenient Midtown 
location 
In the Age of Lasers, 
Bectrolysis is Still yourBest Bet 
'Gayle._Kuppin. 
Licensed by Medical Board 









· .. SUMMER.WORK 
OPPORTU_NITY! 
. THERAPEUTIC DAY 
CAMP LEADERS· 
The. CincirinatL:Recre-
ation ·commission is. · · 
.looking-for enthusiastic, 
energetic individuals to 
work summer day camp 
programs for ch,ildren 
and teens with ~disabili­
ties. ·The camps are 
held Monday thrpugh · 
Friday, from 9:30 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m., June 14 
through Aug; 20. Vari-
. ous locations, $6~50 per 
· fl~µ~; Posit'ions~.cur- .. · 
relltly · avail.~ble for . 
Spring Pi~gl'ams~ ·c~u·. , · 
· ·-· · · · 3524014·for information 
TryTheNt'Wswik~~i~i~eds .. > f;lnd application.< · 
' 745-3561 .. ' " ' - ' 
spiration for, Voices for Change. bringing ~~od as part of'admission. ashes-to make a candle. 
. "The subject matter is deeper The cast hopes to do much more The slow-burning candle: made 
becauseit'isreflectivecifhowthings than collect food; however. • The· ·with wax granules; is lit each time 
. really are. What makes this play . idea behind the performance is to the group :rehearses to symbolize 
different is that the actors know the raise awareness about social issue_s their unite4 purpose. 
characters they are portraying are in a different way. "One of our clear : Rel!earsals began before break 
actually out there somewhere. They · goals is not to say this is what's and will continue five days a week 
(the actors) feel the pain of their wrong; and this is what needs to be for the riexf three weeks, but 
characters, more deeply because done, but we want, to .convey that. Rademaker pointed out the nature 
they know their situatfons are real,'~ there ~s room for thought," said ofthe production lerids itself to re~ 
DuMont said. . . Zienikiewicz. hearsals in which only part ()f the 
According to Ziemkiewicz, the. Voices for Change Is markedly cast needs to .meet at once. . 
show depicts a variety of is'sues ·different from 'the usual depiction The tii:ne CC?mmitment is differ-
m~ant to stir, but not 'preach to the.·.' of'.s9_cia!is,sue(tha~ .bombard' u~_ - entf9r,tivery()ne, 1.Ju,~1past members.: 
audience, The cost of admission is · from the riews media; according to · 'practice about two hours a nightin· 
$5 or $3 with a canned. good. All Ziemkiewicz. Rather than leave ··. the OKI room and will evenfiially 
food collected will be donated to ' with a sense of desperation, he move to 'the theatre. 
an undetermined local charity. hopes audience members will leave "I hope that we are able to chal-
''The. play raises one's awareness . with a sense of what can be dm1e t~ · · lenge the audience members to 
of changes that rieecf to be made in change things~ ' ' 'wrestle with soine of the -issu~s 
society,andanaudiencemember'is "Awareness is such a key," he we're presenting and challenge 
actually able to make a change just said. "As you go' about your daily . people to respond to what they see," 
by attending," DuMont said of , life, you don't really consider what said Rademaker. 
r future,,, 
Interested in a career in 
~PHYSICAL THE 
. . . . . ' 
Enroll now In the Master Qf Science in Physical Therapy at 
· ·Wheeling Jesuit Univeffiity. Applications are now being 
acrepted for a May 10th class starl 
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'"Where h3ve you .gone, Joe DiMaggio?' 
, . . . . ~ . , . . . . ' . ' . . 
, BY MICHAEL MARTINEZ was one in, the movies, and streak and carried the Yankees io 
. KnighJ"RidderNewspaper DiMaggio h~d' the same American · ·another World S~ries champion-
, First. · arid foremost, Joe virtues in baseball. He became · ship. It began with a single off the 
· . Di~aggio was a ballplayer ~ larger than life a:s the years went on .. Chicago White Sox's Eddie Smitti . 
· quick and· fluidjn tlte field, swift . , The . Yankee,s ·.acquired on May 15 and didn't end until he 
on the ba.ses, purposefui'at the plate~ DiMaggio from the minorjeague · went .O~for-3 against the Cl.eveland 
But everito the.gene.rations who' SanFransico·seals·.forareported· Indians,.grou'nding into' a.double 
never saw him 'play; who knew him $25,000, and five'players after the. play in the eighth inning in his fi-
only as a product pitchman or as a. 1934.season but decided to keep nal turn .. During· the streak, 
genteel· ambassador of the game, · him in San Francisco one inore DiMaggio batted .408 with 15 horn-
. DiMaggio still ,was the real thingi a year. He hit .398 with 34 horn~ runs ers ·and SS RBL 
· sports hero ,who transcended a'nd 154 RBis and was clearly ready He also finished the season hit-
today's celebrii}r players and rep- for the majors. ting .357 and driving in an Ameri-, 
resented an unforgettable link. to, But DiMaggio, while naturally can. League-leading 125 runs, beat-
baseball'.s black~and-white days. gifted, was neither boastful nor ing out Boston's Ted Williams for 
·DiMaggio died Monday at his media savvy, as Babe Ruth had , MVP even though Williams hit .406 
horne in Hollywood, Fla. He was been. · · . . ·, · with 37 home runs. In 1947; 
84. · .. Washington Post.columnist . DiMaggio won the award again 
On the field, DiMaggio's ShirleyPovi~ht6idre~ders: "He has over Williams, who captured the 
achievements were remarkable: a none of Ruth's flourish and gusto,' . triple crown by leading the league 
56-game hitting streak, that ranks 11nd none of Dizzy Dean's self-ad- in averag~. homers and RBis. 
among. sports' most cherished miration. And because of that, he . DiMaggio JOst .three. years to 
records; thfee Most Va:Iu!lble flayer , will set no salary records no matter · military· service starting in 1943, , 
awards; 10 Aiileric~ri Le~gll~·:pen: .· how many slugging records .fall ~!ind it tookhim awhile to regain his 
nants and nine World Series titles before the power ofhis bat.'~ stroke when he returned. By the late 
in ,13 s~asqns with the ~ew ,:.rork .. By the. tilJle 'his first season 1940s, heel injuries began to take 
In a 195 r file photo New York.Yankee centerfielder Joe 
DiMaggio, left, and his successor Mickey Mantle pose for a photo 
.at Ebbets Fields in Brooklyn. · · 
by injuries that he officially retired 
after battingjust .263 in l l 6games. 
all those long train trips, and he'd 
sit around with us and talk.He was 
Yankees. But he will also be re- ended, he batted .323; scored 132 their toll on him; . ·· · , "I no longer have it," he said in 
December 1951 after turning down 
a $100,000 contract proposal. 
."Whe.n baseball is no longer fun, 
it's no.longer a game. And so, I've 
played my last game of ball." He 
a buddy, a normal guy. We never 
had a team captain in those days, 
but Joe was our leader." 
membered for his role in America~ runs and hit 29 hoine runs. He also "It felt as if a nail was stuck into 
culttire. . ' . . . made the cover of 'nine magazine; 
.·. · He was a popular and dignified A star wa,~ born, and it ~ept on 
spokesmanforMr. ¢off~ onteie~ buming,Qr,ightly.'.fhe.Yankees,who · 
Vi!lion !.corilrnerdals two decad~s had won just one World·~eries title 
· ago, was married briefly to Marilyn iri the pre".lous seven seasons, won 
Monroe and' was aJyrlCalsubjec't four in a row starting in)9,36. 
9fa Sim6n .and ·µ~itkflsong tha,t D.iMaggio average4 34:'homers and 
. plaintively asJcf<J, "Wher~ ~ave ~ou l ~.RBis ciunng that spari, includ-
gon~, Joe DiMaggio?. Anation turns ing his' first MVP.aw~d inJ939 .. 
its lonely eyes to you." . , ' . , DiMaggio's most glorious sum-
, Who can expfain why people merinighthav.ecomein.I94Lwhen 
have endw:ing heroe~?JohnWayne he went on his. 56-gam~ hittiJig 
·.J 
'E' ·"""· h" ... · ver. ave 
.. youJ:.tastebuds .. 
. . welded together? " 
•,.,~,,,'.· ,,. . ' 
" ' " ' 
.. ,. ~· . 
them - only 20 times worse," he 
said. ·. , . ., 
He, underwent st1rgery after the 
1948. season and didn't piay until 
· Ju.ne :Zs the next season. But his 
return'· was memorable - three 
home~s ~nd nine·RBisin ·a three-
game sweep of the Boston Red Sox 
..~ and he hit .346 for the season. 
He played the next season, hit-
ting .3()1 with 122 RBis, but by 
llJSl·he had been slowed so much 
was 37. · · · · 
But DiMaggio was a team player 
to the end. Former Yankees catcher 
Charlie· Silvera, a teammate of 
DiMaggio's from 1948 to 'Sl, said, 
"He was pretty quiet and kept to 
himself inost ofthe time, but with 
his teammates he was great. We had 
DiMaggio is ingrained ·in the 
public's mind as a symbol of grace ' 
and excellence. 
DiMaggio was speCial, as a· 
player and a person. Perhaps that's 
why he ·has remained so popular 
nearly SO years after his last hit. 
As New York newspaper colum-
nist Jimmy Breslin once _said: 
"Baseball isn't statistics, ifs Joe 
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End Prohibition. 
' 
.. · ~e un. iversi~y's ~ecision to 
. adopt a puntamcal, 
parental role for the 
Spring :Dance and block the 
legal sale of alcohol to 21-year-
olds'is troubling. 
Ad~inistrators· are intruding 
unneeessarily into the social 
lives of students, becoming a 
kind of moral. authority devoid 
of true moral principles. Its . 
puritanical regulation has no . 
L ' • 
grounded on specious reasoning 
and prudish principles. 
· Many students plan to 
boycott the dance and attend 
private parties. Others plan to . 
over-indulge before the dance 
just to circumvent the parental 
action of the university. Thus, 
the university's action _will result 
. in the destruction of the Spring. 
Dance by daring students to . 
respond creatively to its teetotal-
. ing challenge~ place at a Catholic 
institution. Alcohol 
itself is not bad. 
Sin lies in its abuse 
- not in its simple 
availability. 
Now, why, qo · 
we care about this? 
Is it that we are. · 
lushes lusting for a. 
cold one justto get 





. If student safety 
is an issue, ~he ban 
on afoohol sales is 
not an effective 
solution. As 
mentioned, it will · 
probably even 
encourage more . 
.students to engage 
jiggy with it?. No,the real issue 
here is the unnecessary, ill-
conceived. control by Xavier 
administrators. 
Perhaps there have been. 
alcohol-related problems at 
dances, but the administration's 
knee-jerk reaction to simply ban 
alcohol at dances.assumes that 
students are unable to address 
the problems themselves. 
· Students, through the Student 
Activities Council, should b_e 
given free reign to responsibly 
plan a social function within the 
bounds of civil and moral law. 
If there are problems, students 
should formulate the solutions. 
Instead, the university has 
undermined student authority and 
our limited self-governance by 
imposing an ill-conceived ban, 
in binge drinking· 
before dances. 
Administrators ignored a 
simple rule of thumb: Assume 
students are responsible and 
they will be more or less 
responsible .. Assume they are 
not, and they will labor inten-
siVely to prove you right. They 
can drink you under the table if 
you dare them. 
At the request of Our Lady, . 
Jesus turned giant jugs of water 
into.wine so that the wedding · 
guests might enjoy the celebra-
tion at Cana. For the success of 
the Spring Dance, we do not ask 
the administratfon to perform a 
·miracle; rather, we just ask it to. 
drop its puritanical paternalism 
. and reverse the alcohol ban. 
-C.A.E. 
. for The Newswire staff 
>-Opinions Desk: 745-3122 >-E-mail: 0P1N10Ns@xavier.xu.edu 
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher 
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Y2K not of religious importance 
. . . . '· ' . 
BY CAROLINE PURTELL 
Opinions & Editorials Writer_ 
I think a lot of peopie are going 
· to be dis~ppointed. No matter what. 
happens, someone is not going to 
get what they want. M&M execu~. 
tives will rake in a nice pr.ofit, and· 
millerinium Apoca!ypse believers 
·will be mighty embarrassed if the 
year·2000 doesn't present the me~ 
dia~hyped crisis.thatis predieted to 
~ea' result of computer meltdowns. 
I understand that the forecasted 
computer dilemma 'will create a 
p~oblem at the start of the new mil-
lennium, but how did this crisis ever 
get !hiked to die end of the world? · 
The year 2000 has always been 
a symbolic number lingering in the · 
future. But now the future is here, 
a definite crisis has arose, an'd many . 
are tying the end of the world to 
Y2K. 
· All of a sudden everyone thinks 
they should begin stockpiling food, 
building bombshelters, quitting 
their jobs, selling their goods and 
moving out to r~mote wilderness re- · 
serves. If indeed this is the end of 
the. world, I doubt battery-operated 
flashlights will help. · 
First of all, th~ turn of the cen-
tury always brings the same prob-
lem·. People whO lived in the 1800s 
thought they wmlld be the last race 
of humans. · They also stockpiled 
food,· preached· salvation· and 
searched for. riew meaning. 
Also, there have been' a fot of 
predietioris that have. failed to pro- . 
duce any post~Apocalyptic'results. 
. Old Mother Shipton predicted that 
18Sl would be the end. The date 
June 28, 1981 was set by the' Gos-
pel. Tract Foundation of Arizona, . 
while the Dami MissiCmChurch in 
South Korea· asserted that it would 
occur in September 1994. 
Many seem to IJe, fascinated with 
the new millennium because it is a 
. nice round number. It symbolizes 
the beginning of something new, so 
it must be the end. The year 2000 
.is really just a title. The calendar 
has .been revamped .since Roman 
times, and is based on the estimated 
birth of Christ. · 
Technically, ·the year 2000 has 
already pa_ssedtis by. I'm still here; 
are you? · . · 
·.Many of the end-of-the-world 
predictions have been based on so-
called ·"hidden formulas" in the 
Bible, but doesn't the Bible spedfi-, 
ca!ly say that we will not know the 
day or the time?. Even a par~ble fo 
Luke's gospel statei;, ''Be ye ready,. 
for the Son of man cometh a(an 
hour wh~nye think hot.'; .. 
· · Now, I am not a Biblical scholar, 
and I am not trying to prove or dis-
prove anyone, yet it seems that we 
are so involved with the end that we 
are not focusing on the present. We 
should. have nothing to worry about 
if we are. living our lives the way 
we are.supposed to now .. If, how-
ev~r, we are using thi.s prediction 
as a jump-start to newfound spiri-
tuality, then there seems to be.a big~ 
ger problem. 
Let's face it: 'there is nothing we 
can do about it Religious or not, if 
the end of the world is that simple 
to figure out, I don't want any part 
· of it. 
....... L · E T T E R T 0 T H E E D I T 0 R -
No dallger in teaching the truth 
On Feb. 10, The Newswire ran f!,n Freedom would not allow such a thority, which comes from God. article about the U.S. bishops' thing to be taught In the same way, Based on that claim, she has an ob-
proposal of guidelines and norms · it is not an exercise. of freedom to ligation to employ that authority· in 
·for Catholic colleges and universi~ teach a the~logical doctrine that is preserving the truth. In fact, it 
ties. contrary to the truth. would be negligent not to do so. 
. The article reported there: is Claims that the document is ex- ~ A Catholic university, by virtue 
much concern among theologians · tremely danger<?us make it sound of the fact that it is Catholic, accepts 
· about the proJ:iosal, especially the as if the bishops' proposal would that authority. Therefore, by fol-
mandate which "recognizes the force Catholic universities to teach lowing the guidance of the 
professor's coinmitiiient .and re~ .false doctrines ... That would ·limit magisterium, a Catholic university 
. sponsibility.:.to teach authentic academic freedoin. That would be is limited only from teaching what 
Catholic doctrine. and to refrain dangerous. That would .be some- is not true. This does not limit aca-
from putting forth as Catholic thing to be alarmed at demic freedom as the document's 
.· teai:hing. anything contrary .~ the The proposed mandate for theo- critics. argue, but insures it, in that 
·. Church 's.magisteriuni." logians ,does not do that at all. It it helps .. th<?, university' do what is 
I wa~Uo address one concern of simply requires that the C:hurch's riglit. It helps the universityteach 
theirs, that such a proposal will limit . doctrines· are taught ind. what is · the truth.· · 
tl\e· ~.'academic .freedom" of Catho7 . contrary to the. Church~s teachings Academic freedom is extremely 
lie universities. I do not think this are hot put forth as Catholic. important, and should be guarded 
is the case. · What does this mean? It does not· .at a!Lcosts .. By· making sure. that 
Freedom, academic or other- mean: that. the the0logians are pre~ . theolo.gians at Catholic universities 
wise, is notthe ability to do what-. vented from discussing ideas~the "tea.ch authentically Catholic doc~ 
ever one wants, butthe ability to.do Church doe~ riotteach~. They mc;:rely tririe" ancl "refrain ~fro in putting 
wh(lt is right. W~en it comes to a . cannot say the Church does teach· :rorth as Catholic teaching· ~itything 
university, it is· right to· teach .. the . theni, ... This is neither dangerous ~or :contrary: ·ta··· .. die ·Church ;s 
truth; Nobody would suggest that a.~ati~e for alarm; .·. .. .. . .: . . · magisterium" the .Church does not 
a math teacher should be· allowed· · It is 'one 'of the fundamerital liriifr this freedomi she eriharices it. 
. to teach thadwo plus two equals teadiirigs.of the <:;atholfc' Church . . , . . . ~S°<~an Burns 
five; beeause that is not the' truth:. thatthe Chutch holds a teaching au- . . .· J~nior 
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MA:LL TALK-
WHAT are Yoll reading outside ·or class? 
• "I'm rea~ing . 
Summer of' 42 by 
Herman Raucher." 
''Tlie subtitles of 
Japanimation> . • · 
. films." 
. · :"I'.~ reading I Had 
•. a iiamtizer, the . 
"I read Playboy; 
for the ahicles." 
. ''F,ear Nothing by 
· Dean.Koontz." 
. "PerioClicals like 
Business Week and 
Smithsonian." 
"Dr. Seuss. It's at 
my reading level." 
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L E T T E R T 0 T H E E D l'T 0 R -..,;.. 
Animal dissection should continue 
• • ~ ., : ,. • • ' ... ·' • • ". • ~: f •• • ' 
BY DR. CHARLES GROSSMAN • ' jors may believe biok>gists get'. 
Professor & Chair of Biology Dept. some kind of sick thriH:in cutting 
I was quite distressed with.the . . . up .stuff. Obvio_usiy; Meinhardt 
letter in. the Jan. 7 issue o( The : thinks so, likenirlg 'us. to· Jeffrey· 
. Xavier N~wswire entitled "Use Dahrriers. · - · . . ·. 
dissectfon alternatives.'; The au- I personal1y. have three cats, .. 
tlior,. Jayn M~inhardt~· did not two dogs, two parrots and assorted 
p.~esent correct iriformation. ··· · fish at home, and haven't felt the 
. First, DC did indeed do away slightest urge to cµt up a single 
with animal dissection of pre- one of them after a hard day. 
served specimens in their medi- . When I look at how the cell 
· caf.school program many years ··work~ and how a living organism ... · 
· • · · PHOJ'O COURTESV OF DR. GROSSMAN • 
·.~go; but not, as Meinhardt im-. · · · ·· · · ·· · · · . functions so perfectly, it is just as 
· · · · D_r. Grossman w_ith his parrots -
plies, because this is. no longer b_eautiful and as perfect as a 
needed as a. teaching tciol. ' ·. In keeping with the computer Holbein painting; or Handel's Wa-
The true reason is that s.tudents revolution, there is a computer . ter_Musk ldcm't know how it is· 
entering UC are expected to al~ · program called "ADAM" thatdis- possible to look at what makes up 
ready be familiar with .dissection sects a virtual cadaver. · · · a living thing and not see th_e hand· 
. of preserved ·specimens,, having Let's Just 'suppose' that you of the Almighty right there, 1• ·· 
taken this as undergraduate' biol- went to a surgeon beeause you had I don't know one biolpgy ma-' 
ogy or natirral science majors. a brain tuinor and you asked ex- jor who does not have great re-
Second, UC mediCal._students · actly how much experience hdshe · spec't for life. People' go into a 
take a year of gross anatomy had in this delicate procedure major be'cause they love the field. 
where they work on human cadav- which needed to be dorie on you, Students who. become ·biok>gy . 
. ers, and also neuroanatomy;where and he/she tol.d you "Don't worry, majors lcive living organisms, un- · 
they work on _human br.ains. . . I am ari expert in ADAM! I know derstandirig how the Jiving world 
Third, the biology department the structures perfectly from this is put together, .discovering new 
at UC on the main campus still uti- program!" ·Would you want to · information to cure diseases, save 
lizes ·dissection of preserved· have-him/her perform surgery 6n endangered species, identify new · 
speCimens as part of their ctirncu~ you? . . antibiotics~ deal with the problem 
lum, and this is certaii:ily the norm Or how ·about the pilot of a of environmental' pollutants, etc. 
for programs iri the biological s~i- Delta jumbo jet never learning But first we have to really un-
ences acrciss the country: ' howtoflye~ceptonaflightsimti-. ders'tarid how the brain.and the 
W~y must.this als_o contim1e to lator. Do you want to be a pas~ body work.. We can't do that with 
b~.'a ·parf of.our program? . The · sen.ger on his. or her·. first real computersimlllators.:· .. . ... 
answer is.students must first be- .flight? . . This topic, like all topics WOT-. 
come -familiar witn anatomical As I pointed out before, the use thy .of discussion,, can only be un-. 
systems and structures-in animals of ariimai specimens allows tin~ .. derstOod in the context of support~ ·.· 
before they enter medical school . dergraduates to. beccime familiar · · ing information, and emoiicinal · 
and work on cadavers, . and this with .the location of all. structures, outbu~sts oniy cloud the issue: and 
can only be accomplished throµgh . nerves, muscles' and ·organs and to provide misinformation. 
·the use of actual speci01eris, not perceive .information not only ·If the biology department were 
pictures; not 111odels arid certainly through the vi_sual senses but also . to.do away with.all dissections~ we .. 
not "dissection 'siinufators.''.. the tactile senses. . '·' would be shortch:anging our ~a~ ; . 
Meinhardt suggests the use of Do you age~ that for a surg~n jors of impoita_iJt information that 
computer models as an alternate. repairing,r{erves in a hand. trans-· . they should and must have to ap-
This is the view of someone who plant, orfor a cardiac.surgeon.put: • preciate how living things work. 
:.hasneveractualiystudiedbiol9gy. · ting·in a bypass graft 6r'for an In any discipline,Jf you turn 
· Such models are perfectly fine for orthopod repairing knee cartilage' over enough rocks, somewhere · 
use in review but cannot take the dam.age, the tactilesei:ises are just ' you will find-an adherent.ofthe 
place of preserved speeimens. as· important :as the.· visual ones? "book burning" mentality. ·They 
. Even _when using computer-· ~oJ~skyou; can y~u leamprop-· areouttherewaitingtostrike;i_md 
generated,three~4imensional rep~ erly by using only alternative dis- ' we have to be .on guard to sepa-
resentations of a· speeimen, this section stimulators here? , rate their misinformation from 
cannot provide enough informa~ · You. cari argue that budd'ing true information. 
tion, and pushing a mouse arourid . surgeons learn this on the cacia\/er, .·. The· whoi~ point of a urii~er-
. a screen is· not a substitute for ac" , but this is only for a single year. sity education, aXavier education; 
: tuallyworking with sp'eci~ens. Yes, they do.indeed rotate through is that we teacli ~II 0the avail~ble 
. Students planning: to do any their in~ernships arid residenci_es, .. informatibn/certainly with bal-
kind of work in the biological sci- · bufiis 'far as -lam.concerned, the ance, but.als~» with cohipassion 
erices; apd especially planning to . ITiore ·iriformatiori they l~ar~. the and understanding. This issue is 
become physicians, must be a~le . :better they w~ll ·be as'doctors in just another attempt to limit our 
. to d,issect specimens to. see how. the future; and thefower mistakes ability to do our_ job the rig~t way .. 
. things. are organized within the'. they will lllakeori their pat~ents. 
• body. · Unfortunately, some ncin~ma.: 
-RANT-
Winter Blast. '99 
___ B_Y_A_MA _ N_D_A_T_E_B_B_E __ . downstairs tq meet my fate. I found 
Guest Columnist my mom watcbing Winter Blast '99. · 
OK, I realize that here in the Mid- Motto: we willstop coverage only 
west ·we can't h·ave 50 degree win- for the· news, which will of course 
ters all the ti1ne, but a girl can dream, be about the Winter Blast '99. 
can't she? Now I know there are I was silent·until they begari re-
some misguided souls out there who peatingthe same things. Then I told 
. actually like the snow.and cold; but Morn, "Maybe it is my vast knowl-
as for me, I've never seen a positive .edge from living i_n a rural area for 
side: · ., 20 years, but I figured out what these 
·Two older brothers and a neigh- people are telling us by just looking 
borhoodftill of boys guaranteed that out th{': window: yep~ there's snow; 
snowballs were not SO!llething I yep, roads_ are bad; yep, it's cold." 
threw, but instead something hurled rvfom was not amused. Mof!l h_as 
at .me : .. often. One trip~ OK, two debated giving up her teaching job 
trips in a: row, both of whiCh .were and becomipg if full~time, profes-
my fault:--- of landing in a creek; af- sional ·worrier~·· She explained that 
'ter sled_ riding toobnost of the fun my older brother's county was in a 
m~t of sledding. And there are only' state of emergency and she needed 
so many snow angels you cari do be~ to know these constant updates. 
fore you 're left feeling numb. That said, she went back to biting 
' . As I got older l realized ttie big- her fingernails and 'staring at the 
ge.st detriment to winter storms· -'- · . screen. 
the obnoxibusly'perky newscasters I left and found my dad watch- · 
lfwho somehow make it to the studio ing anotherWinter Blast '99-hey, 
despite all the.bad roads they talk ·they aren't too creative back in In-
about endlessly. Once at work, these diana. Dad was gearing up to go 
perky people. decide their viewers .· otitsi_de a'nd shovel - yelling up-
need to know abdut the weather cc)n- stairs for my brother and sister to get 
ditions· instead of watching quality .up and get out to help him~ (Don't 
daytime television such as talk shows ask how I got out of it_:_ it's a gift, 
and soaps. They do 'this every year which also involves groveling, and 
for the first storm over two inches. I'd rather not talk about it.) Every 
. I think the meteorologists .get a family has its traditions and this one 
secret bonus when they discover the ·• is rather cute, if f~tile. · 
first signs of a snow storm on their _ Dad. and my siblings shovel our . 
•Doppler radar. Sounds _like a good 'ong d_riveway and clean off cars 
·story for a "'Star Team Six" investi- while Mom sits' inside and worries 
·• gation." that Dad will have a heart attack 
So when the word came aboutthis . shoveling. Then when they're done 
· winter storm, I prayed as I n~ver have and we say we are going some-
,: before, '~Please, oh_pleas~. make it where,Momii:isiststhatwecan'tyet 
; not be true, but ifiti_s Your will, Lord, -'-sh.e's been watching WiOter Blast -
· could you zap me to Florida or Texas '99 and the' roads are still. too bad, 
or someplace warm?" she says .. ·· Th_e .ritual is played ~ut 
After the prayer; and clicking my . time and time again.· 
heels three time just for added pro- Slowly, the storm wears itself out, 
tt'.ction, I fell asleep, with visions of the newscasters return to quality 
sea shells dancing in my head. I daytime pi·ogramming (rin sure 
·awoke, looked ciut my window and those nagging phone messages to the 
saw half a focit ofsriow unceremo- . stations can't be traced tci me) arid 
niously dumped on the garage roof. leave us only the "Closings and Oe-
"lt's still OK,'~ I.hoped,jUrriping out lays" as a reminder,' taking up the 
·of bed and looking outfny other win- whole bottom of the screen. 
dow: Nope,. the road was a white After the seventh game of Trivial 
vastness too. That, plus 'f!ly knees · Pursuit; even Mom ~as had enough 
·knocking together, .as the:heating family bonding time and lets us 
doesn~textend to my room, made me 'leave the house_:_reminding us the 
realize - it had come~ . . roads are stilt' slick arid we need to 
Having folfilled that basic meteo- be carefi.il. As I look onto the road 
rological need, I kriew all the condi- with he~, at th,e big, shimmering lake-· 
tions were right - I· would. not be of ice that. is the road, I begin to 
watching Maury today. Summon- wonder if Mom was a newscaster in 
ing all my fortitude; I marched her past life. · 
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P()sey ~onored · 
Xavier senior James Posey_ 
was named anhoriorable mention 
All-American by the Associated 
Press on Mqnday. Posey was also. 
honored as a first-team all~district 
sel~ction by the National Asso-
ciation of Basketball Coaches: 
·. Posey, a XU tri.:captain with 
fellow seniors Lenny Brown and· . 
Gary Lumpkin, averaged 16.6 
points arid 9 .5 rebounds per game 
· over the season and led the Mus-
keteers with 87 steals. 
In addition, last week Posey 
was named the Atlantic 10 De-
fensive Player of the Year and 
was selected to the A-10 First 
Team and All-Defensive Team. 
Posey ranks among the leaders in 
eight of the Ii A-10 individual 
statistical categories, including 
eighth. in scoring, second in re-
bounding and third in steals. · · 
Posey's outstanding play this 
season has brought with it highly 
, favorable comments from some 
· of the biggest names iri college 
. basketball including analyst Dick 
Vitale and legendary Temple 
·coach John Chaney. 
"He's a great defensive 
player," said Chaney. "He's 
quick and sm.art. I don't"know · 
anybody in the country· that plays 
any better from both ends of the 
floor ... I wish I had one of them." 
A new recruit 
David West, a 6~foot-8' power 
forward, orally committed to play· 
basketball for the Xavier men's 
basketball team on March 2. 
West made his official visit to 
Xavier back on Feb. 13-14 and 
was in the stands for the Muske-
teers' victory over Temple on 
Valentine's Day. · · 
West just turned 18 years old 
last month and is playing this sea-
son for Hargrave Military Acad-
emy in Chatham, Va. 
West joins point guard Lionel ·· 
Chalmers from Albany, N.Y. and 
David Young from New Castle1 
'Penn; in Xavier's recruiting class .. 
XU still has one scholarship re-
maining for next season. 
Soccer tryouts 
Eyer wanted to be a part of the 
Xavier men's soccer team? Well, 
if you have, there wm be tryouts . 
in two ·weeks.· 
· The tryouts will be held on 
March 22 from 3: 15-5: 15 p.m., 
March 23 from 4-5 p.m. and 
March 26from 3:15-5:15 p.m. 
Anyone interested in attending 
the tryouts must call head coach 
Jack Hermans at .745-3879 be-
fore March 22 and tell hiin your 
student identification number; If 
Hermans is not in his office, you ·· 
can leave the number on his voice 
·mail. 
.Tho&e who come to the tryouts 
wm be allowed to practice with 
the current team. ·So .come pre- • 
pared. If you have any questions 
or would .. like more information 
_ on the tryouts, feel free to con-
. tact Hermans. 
-Matt Madges 
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Xavier .falls one. game· short 
• I . • • • • 
Musketeers lose ·to St .. Joe's in final,. but upset No~ -9 Tech along. the ·way 
. . . .. ' - . : . ' . . .· .. . ' ' ·_ . . 
BY MATT. BARBER Levandusicy Jed. Xavier scorers 
, Sports Editor·· ; with 23 points;folfowed by Kremer 
After 160 minutes of ba~ketball with 17, PhiHips with·· 15,. Griggs 
spread out-over four days, it turned · with 13 and Ttiukkanen with 12. 
out to be a five minute stretch . 'J'uulckailen led *Uwith seven re-
agai~st St. foseph 's University that . 'bourids. 
· kept the Xavier women's basketball · • Th~loss ~as Virginia Tech 's sec-
team (23-8) from winning its sec- . ond of the season, the first having 
ond conference championship in . · also come at the hands of the Mus-
. schoo'! history. XU was c9mpeting : keteers, who beat the Hokies 71 ~67 
in the Atlantic 10 Conference Tour- ·on Jan. 29. 
. nament at the Apollo of Temple in "The key was OU~ attitude going 
Philadelphia two weekends ago. • · into the game and believing· we 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
SAINT JOE'S 85, xAVIER 73 
St. Joe's (22-7) took advantage 
of XU's defensive lapses an.d went 
on a 13-0 run with nine minutes left. 
in the first half. Those 1~ points · 
proved to be the difference as the 
Musketeers fell, 85~ 73, in the cham-
pionship game, after defeating 
Rhode Island, Massachusetts and. 
Virginia Tech on consecutive days 
leading up to ttie final.. 
Other. than those five minutes, 
Xavier played fundamentally 
sound, and at times flawless, bas-
ketball in the tournament. In the 
end, it may have been fatigue that 
affected XU's play. . · 
"I think our execution would 
~· 
-,'· 
· have been better if we didn't play 
four games in four days," said . 
Xavier head coach Melanie 
· · . · FILE PHOTO 
Sophomore center Jen Phii'lips drives·past a· defender .. Phillips is 
averaging· 14.3 points and 6.9 rebo~nds per game this season. 
Balco~b. "I'm really proud ofour. State -and West Vfrginia '.in 1991. 
team's effort." Xavier s·urpassed G·eorge 
Xavier's game ·totals. in the Washingtoi:t'srecordofseventhrees 
championship were very good, 54.4 in the championship contest with its 
percent shooting, 1o~16 from three- . 10 trifectas .. 
pointrange, 26 rebounds (com- Five :Musketeers scored in 
pared to SJU's 27) and a season- dou~le figures in the closely played 
low 13 turnovers. game. Sophomore guard Nicole 
The statistical difference in the Levandusky
0
led XU with 17 points, 
game was. free throw shooting. followed by senior point-guard 
Xavier was a ·perfect 1-1, but they .• Nikki Kremer ( 14 ), sophomore cen-
sent the Hawks to the free throw;tr- ter Jen Phillips_ (13), freshinan 
· line 27 times where they converted .guard Katie Griggs {11) and sopho-
successfully on 19 of those at- moreforward Taru Tuukkanen (10). 
tempts, including 13-15 in the ti- Tuukkanen led XavJ_er ~ith seven 
nal moments as XU was forced to rebounds, and Kremer had a team-
foul to get the ball back. . . ·high eight assists. 
SEMI-FINAL 
XAVIER 86, VA. TECH 79 
in the country. Xavier'.s 86~ 7? vie-
. tory overVirginia Tech was its first 
in school history. over a top~ten . 
ranked team. • · 
. :Both teams played very well on 
offense, but Xavier pulled away on 
. the strength of its three~point shoot-
ing and rebounding. XU went 9-
. 18 from behind the three-point arc 
and out~rebounded Virginia 'tech 
32-25. Xavier also recorded 24 
, team a$sists, led by Kremer's 12. 
Xavier led the contest37-33 at 
halftime after pulling away from a 
tied score at 31 in the closing ·min-
utes of the.first half. The· Muske-
teers held their lead, which• was 
never more than fiye points, until 
about 10 minutes into the· second 
. half when Tech took a .55-54 .lead. 
St. Joe's shot just under 57 per-
cent for the game and turned the 
ball over just nine times against a 
Xavier defense that averages.19.9 
turnovers forced per ga~e .. 
Against Virginia Tech (26c2) in · Xavier immediately grabbed the· 
The two teams set an A.~10 Tour~ 
nament.record for three-pointers in 
a game by combining fm: 18; The 
previous record was 17 set by Penn 
thesemi-final,Xavierhadachance lead back as junior· forward Kim 
to avenge a 61-60 loss froin earlier Hotz. took a fast-1,>reak ,pa~s. from 
in the season, when'the Hokies .beat Kremer, was fouled making a layup 
XU in the final seconds. Tech aJso . and converted the free throw to 
entered th.e game as the No. 9 team· complete .the three'-point play. 
could win," saidBalcomb. 
. SECOND ROUND 
XAVIER 74, UMASS .. 58 
Revenge was also on the. agenda 
. in the quarterfinals as Xavier 
cruised to an easy 7 4-58 win against 
UMass (16-14). TheMinutewoinen. 
·· eliminated xU from the conference 
tournament in the semi-finals a year 
·.ago and the Musketeers wanted.to 
· return the favor. . 
The game was between two dif~ ·. 
ferent teams: While Xavier carrie 
out of the blocks fired ~p and emo-
tionally ready to play,· U:Mass 
looked flat, a~ if it was not playing , 
\\'.ith any. emotion at all. XU jumped 
out toa 12-5 lead and.never looked 
back, by halftime the Musketeers 
· 1ed 40-24. UMass came ho closer 
than 11 points in the second half as 
Xavier rolled. 
Levandusky poured in a game-
high 21 points, including five 
threes. Hotz added 17 points, fol~ 
lowed by Tuukkanen with 12 and 
Phillips with 10. Kremer recorded 
10 assists in the contest as the Mus-
. keteer; amassed 21 assists as a 
team. 
FIRST ROUND 
XA\fU:R 84, URHi7 ·. 
Friday's opening round game 
against Rhode I~fand (5-22) saw 
Xavier pummel the hapless Rams, 
whose coach, Linda Ziemke, re-
signed on Feb. ·19. After. leading 
39~26 athalftime, XU finished off 
URI 84~61.· 
The Musketeers passed the ball 
well, recording 25 assists (11 by 
Kremer); as well as forcing 29 turn-
overs and grabbing a season-high 
21 steals. · · 
Hotz led Xavier with 22points, 
followed closely by Levandusky 
and Phillips, who had 20 and 18 
·points respectively. · ·. · 
GAME of the WEEK· 
m :ma J :1 m1 !! i1:trmi:a:11: i : 1: : a ! 
Wednesday, March 10 
•Men's basketball at Toledo 
in NIT First Rqund at 7 p.m. 
•Baseball at Cincinnati at 3 . 
p.m. . . . 
. Friday, March 12 
•Women's basketball vs. 
Florida International in 
NCAA Tournament First 
Round at 8:30 p.m. in Storrs, 
Conn.. .· ·. · 
Saturday, Mar.ch 1 :s 
•Baseball vs. Eastern 
. Michigan at noon. 
•Women's tennis vs. 
Marshall at.2 p.m. 
Sunday, ·March 14 
•Baseball vs. Eastern 
Michigan at noon. 
Home games are in bold. 
Home.baseball games.are 
· held at Hayden Field; 
Home tennis matches.are · 
held at Sawyer Point 
Senior Nikki Kremer 
WOMEN'S. BASKETBALL 
VS. FLA. ·INTERNATIONAL 
8:30 p.m. Friday · . 
All the talk around campus 
is how Xavier was ignored by 
the NCAA Selection Com1p.it- ·. 
tee. Even though the men were 
'leftout.of the field of 64, the 
Lady Musketeers were invited 
to the "big dance" for only the . · 
second time in history. ' . 
The women are the No. 8 
· seed in~ the Mideast Region and 
will face Florida International · 
i~ Stoqs; Conn: There is noth- · 
ing going on around campus 
this weekend and Connecticut. 
is only 10 hours away: Can 
you say road.trip? 
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One win eot enough for NCAA 
Victory over Mass~ch:usetts, loss to Templ~~ have Musketeer~ headed to NIT 
. BY MATT MADGES 
Assistant Sports'Editor· ·· · - : 
. Xavier entered the 'Atlantic 10. 
Tournament aware of. what it 
needed to accomplish to make the 
NCAA Tournament. , Heaci coach 
Skip Prosser, his team and .many 
experts believed one victory would 
assure the Musketeers of hearing 
theii'named on "Selection Sunday"_ 
for the fourth time in the last five 
seasons; 
.The Musketeers ·accomplished 
the mission with a 72-68 victory 
over Massachusetts in the A-10 
quarterfirials to gain the all-impor-· 
tant. victory. 
"I'm of the opinion that (the A-
10) has four teams deserving to go 
to the NCAA Tournament, and that 
Xavier is one of them," said Prosser. 
"I thought we .. needed to wfo one 
game to go and we did." 
After· a 76-64 loss to Temple in 
the semifinals, however, the team 
returned home with m:rvousness 
and anxiety over whether they had 
a ticket to the tournament or not. 
·. The Musketeers awaited their fate 
with a 21-10 record, including at. 
least one victory over each A~ 10 
team during the season. . 
· . ''I think you 're nervous until you . · 
see your naine 'on the· board," said 
· Prosser. "We have.a recotd pretty 
similar to what it was last year, al-
though we don't have the automatic 
bid. J think that a lot is going to 
. depend on the pe.rception of the 
leag1,1eJhi~ year." . · . 
Here is an A-10 Tournament re-. 
cap just in case you missed the ex-
. citement that occurred. . . 
· .. . . . .. , . . FICEPHOTO 
· Xavier sophomore Maurice McAfee (1 S}tries to stop Temple 
sophomore Mark·Karchner, who scored 19 points last Friday 
· against Xavie~ iri the Atlantk 1 o semifinals. · 
XAVIER 72, U~ASS 68 Senior James Posey found his .free throws by Posey with .14s.ec-
Heading int<;> ·the .quarterfinal offensive game to start the second· onds left, however, were enough to 
game; Xavier had defeated every· half and combined with Brown· to hold off the Minutemen and give 
team in the. A-10 at least once ex- score Xavier's first 13 points. Then, XU the much needed victory. 
cept for the :rvlinutemen. In the a three by freshman Kevin Frey "It wasn!t perfect, but it rarely 
schools' only meeting of the sea- capped a 16-10 run to give the is for us," said Prosser. "We found 
son, Massachusetts defeated XU, Musketeerstheirbiggestleadofthe a way to win and that's what it's 
78-77, in a double-ov~rtirrie thriller . game at 57-40 with 13:35 remain- about in the tournament." 
on Feb. 20 in Amherst, Mass. ing in the game. Brown had 12.points in the sec-
After a shaky· start by both However, the Minutemen did and half to cap a game-high 31 
teams, UMass held a i0-9 lead less not want their season to. end ·and· · points on 9-of-18 shooting from the 
than seven minutes into the game. used a 10-0 run over the next tw.o field. The performance by Brown 
It was at this point; however, that minutes to cut the lead to seven, 57- marked the third time he has scored 
senior Lenny Brown took over and 50 with ll: 17 remaining. 3 I. points, which is his career high 
scored eight straight points. A bas- The .Xavier lead. continued• to · point performance. 
ket byfreshman Lloyd Price capped dwindle over the next 11 minutes Posey also scored in double fig-
off a 10~0 run and gave. the Muske- - and was down to 70-68 with 17 sec- ures with 17 points and grabb.ed 10 
teers .a 19-10 lead with 10:24 re- onds remaining in the game. ~o rebounds to record his 15th double-
maining in the first half. 
_ double of the season. With the 17 
points, Posey.has scored in double 
figures in 27 ofXavier's 30 games . 
The scoring performance also 
catapulted Posey into 13th place on 
Xavier's. all-time· scoring list. He 
has scored 1,347 points over his 
three-year career. 
The vfotory pushed Xavier· to 
. 21-9 on the. season' and set up' a 
showdown with Temple, the A-10 
Tournament's No. I seed, in the 
· semifinals. . . 
"We're not looking.forward to· 
playing Temple, but it's better than 
not playing them,'.' said Prosser. 
TEMPLE 76, XAVIER 64 . 
Before Xavier's semifinal game 
against Temple, the Musketeers 
knew the game was going to be a 
battle. Heading into the contest; 
.Xavier .had lost just two games in· 
the A-lOTcitirnanient over its four 
years in the conference, but both of 
the losses .came at.the hands of 
Temple: 
Temple· defeated XU 67750 in · 
the 1996 A-10 quarterfinals, XU's 
· first seasqn in the· conference. The 
Owls also beat the Mus.keteers in 
an overtime thriller, 69-62, in the 
. 1997 quaiteijinals. Lastseasonwas 
the only year Xavier did not have 
to face Temple in ·the tournament 
and.the team· left Philadelphia with 
its first-ever A-10 Championship. 
Even with the team's struggles 
against Temple· in . the. conference 
tournament;Xavier held a 4-3 Iead-
in the overall series between the two 
schools heading into the semifinal 
game. One cif the Musketeers' four . 
victories· against 'the Owls ~ame 
earlier this season when they de-
· feated TempJe.62-60 on Feb. 14 at 
the Cincinnati Gardens. · 
Like they _did in the first meet-
ing of the season, Xavier. fell be~ 
hind early to Temple. Just 3:43 into 
the game, the Owls had a 9-3 lead 
and were dominating the Muske~ 
teers inside the paint. 
XU did not panic; however, us-
ing a 9-2 run over the next three 
minutes. to take a one-point lead at 
12-11. The Musketeers did not hold 
the lead for long, however, as 
Temple used a 9-0 run to take a 20-
12 lead with 9:04 remaining in the 
first half. 
To stop the Owls' surge, Preisser 
ForthenextlOminutes,XUre- NIT xu· f T ·1 d . • 
mained on fite an~ built its lead to .· ·.· . ·.. .... ' ... -: '. .· .· . • a c. es •. I 0 e. . 0 a_ga. I_ n 
41-24 with just 1:37 remaining be~ . . 
··fore intermission. UMass used a .All that could go wrong for a but the Cincinnati Gardens, XU's · .prove to itself, its fans and To-
6-0 run to close the half, however, basketball team has gone wrong home court, was unavailable be- ledo that the early season loss was 
to cut the lead to 41-30 and get for the XU meri this season. The cause of the Shrine Circus. a fluke. 
themselves back into the game. . team's difficulties began this past In addition to the circus keep~ Also, the Musketeers hope a 
"We have to learn how to sus- summer when last season's lead~ ing the Musketeers from playing at victory tonight will spark a run 
tain runs and be able to shut down . ·ing. scorer, senior Darnell Will- home, Xavier must travel to Toledo, to the NIT Championship. Such 
and bury teams,'! said senior Gary .· iains~ suffered a. season-ending the· site of one of the team's most a showing would. show ·the 
Lumpkin on XU letting UMass. . . . injury and it cohc1u4ed with the disappointing moments of the sea~ •NCAA selection committee that 
·back into the game. · deserving Musketeers being left son. ." a mistake was made when Xavier 
The inain reason for Xavier's out of the NCAATournament. . Oil Dec. 9 the Musketeers suf~ was overlooked. 
double-digit lead at the half was the ·• . However, the.> team's misfor- fered a heartbreaking 74-67 loss at Finally, if Xavier does defeat· 
outstanding performanceby Brown . . tunes did not-stop with theinbe- Savage Hall.. Thdoss'.pushed the· Toledo tonight they could host a 
in the first 20 minutes. Brown .· ing ieft outof th~ 'Ne~ field. tea~tOan efilly 5-4~tart to the sea- second round game this weekend 
scored 19 p~ints ori S~of-7 shoot- . Uncontrollable events have the sori'and gave Xavier its first two~ .between the winner of Alabama 
ing in his 18 minutes of a.ction. . ·team's NIT. first round game on game losing sfreaksince 1995-96. ( 17-14)and Wake Forest ('16-15). 
"(Posey) pulled me to the side::· . theroad~gainst a team ·they have .·.·AH of these ·e~ents hfive the There is no television cover-
. ·and. told me, 'You carry ~·s ·right ... -~ alrei;t~Y ,lost to thi!i season. · .·: .. Musketeers head_ing into tonight's age for tonight's game, but it c~n 
now/" said Brown; on him' taking The NIT did. talk to Xavier rematch with a multitudt? of things ·be heard ori 700' WLW, ·Game 
over. in the first half. "As a team about hosting a first r~und game, · to prove.. for one;~ XU wants to time is 7 p.m. 
that's what you need;'' 
,' . . .. 
JAMES POSEY 
A-10 FIRST TEAM , 
·ALL-DEFENSIVE TEAM. 
DEFENSIVE.PLAYER OF THE. YEAR 
LENNY.BROWN 
A~ 10 FIRST TEAM SELECTION 
A-10 ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM 
LLOYD PRICE . 
All-ROOKIE TEAM 
· changed to a zone defense. . The 
move worked perfectly for Xavier 
as the Musketeers were able to 
outscore Temple 18-8 over the re-
mainder of the half and entered the 
locker room with.a 30-28 lead. 
"The first 11 times we played 
zone they didn't score on the first 
shot," said Prosser .. "We had a hard · 
time handling them inside In the 
man-to-man." 
· The key ·reason. for Xavier's 
halftime iead was the play ofthe 
senior trio of Brown, Lumpkin and 
-Posey. The three combined to 
score 24 of the.Musketeers' 30 
points and dished out seven assists. 
The second half was a hotly 
contested battle that saw four ties 
and nine lead changes.· Neither 
teain held greater than a four-point . 
lead until. there was just 3:07 i:e- · 
maining.in the game. 
It was. then that Temple began 
to pull away. The Owls used a 14-
5 run over the fin-al three minutes 
of the game to lock up a 76-64 vic-
tory and a place in the tournament 
finals for the first time since 1996. · 
Xavier was led in scoring by 
. Lumpkin, who had 19 points 0n 6-
of-12 shooting from the field, in-
cluding a 5-of-10 performance 
from three-point land. In addition, 
Lumpkin dished out severi assists 
and had two steals in his 37 min-
utes of action. 
"This is the ti me of year that we 
need seniors to step up," said 
Prosser. on Lumpkiil's perfor-
mance. "He did just that." 
Lumpkin, who had ·been in a 
scoring slump for most of the sea- " 
son, was asked if he wondered 
where his offensive game had 
been. · He said, · "I was thinking 
.. about that the whole night, but I. . 
just tried to step up and make big 
shots for the team." 
Also making significant contri-
. butions in the game were Brown 
and Posey, who both scored 15 
. points. Posey.also grabbed a team-
high seven rebounds in the loss. 
With his lS~point perforinance, 
. Brown movedinto fourth place on 
Xayier's all~time scoring list.. The 
shot ,pushed Brown ahead of 
Xl!vier great Jamie Gladden, who 
sfored 1,774 points over his c~reer 
from 1989~93. Brown has scored 
1,789 points over his four-year.ca-
reer. 
· The loss pushed Xavier to a 21-
10 overall record for the season. 
.. , 
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XUbaseb3,JI .in· full sWing TenriiS anyone? 
BY AMJAD ZAHRA 
Sports Writer · 
It· took l!_While for the Xavier 
baseball team to come alive this 
season, but now that they have, they 
are on a roll. After ai-5 start to the 
season,· the team has won four of 
its last.six toJmprove its record to 
5-7. . 
The team's·turnaround came 
during its southe~ trip last week to 
.. Jacksonville, Fla. The southern 
excursion consisted of 10 games in 
eight days and the Musketeers went 
4-5 (with one rain-out) over the 
stretch. 
. The trip got off to a slow start 
,with XU barely losing their first 
three games to the Citadel, 13-12; 
. Western Michigan, 8-6 in 10 in-
nings, and North Florida,· 6-5, be-
fore rallying to win four in a row 
and salvage the trip. 
. . Xavier began its winning streak 
against Mercer on March 2, with an 
impressive eight-run. victory. Se-
n.ior outfielder and tri"captain Bill 
Fish went 2-3 with a•homerun to 
head the attack, and senior out-
fielder Mike Scuglikpicked up two · 
RBI to aid the team's cause. 
Senior pitcher Lou Witte had an 
outstanding outing, going eight in-
nings, allowing only one earned run 
on five hits with five strikeouts, and 
without giving up a walk. 
Xavier continued its winning 
streak against West Florida the next 
day, defeating WFU twice in a 
double-header. · XU' dominated 
two runs on fo.ur hits .. Sophomore . BY AMJAD ZAHRA · .. they defeated .Eastern Menonite 9- · 
invelderJeffCr~ijdallandBreiming ... ·Sports Writer .. o and Carson-Newman 7-2 over 
led. the offensive effort, going .a . •·· :· Wh.ile most. q~ pie. :x:avie~ .st11- . their nexttwo matches. 
corribined 5: 19 with three RBt , • dent!! h¢aded ~9~tp .l~st weekfor . · 'The 4-i showing over the week 
· .. •··The winning stieakcafue't6·an .soII1erestaridrefaxatfon,theXavier. pusht?d.the women io.9"3.·on the 
~iit(as Xavier cairie up short:4~2; 'ten~i~ ;t~ains tr~veled:to Hiltori season. The women's next match 
agaiiistiWesten1 Michigan the fol~ · He~d~ s~c;, ~o b~giri the spring por~. is this Saturday against Marshall 
. lOwing day. ' . . . . tion ,of their seasons~ .:The women and will be held at Sawyer Point. 
· The Musketeers dr~pped their continued thefr.suc~~~sfut'.s'eason The men~s week began with a 
finafgame ofthe trip; 6~3. to Kan- ·with, a 4"i showing ()n tQ~ spriilg match against Savannah sciiool of 
6 Kansas ~t. G, Xavier 3 sas'.' Sfute. ·"Witte struck out seven b,reak exctirsiC>ri, whUe the men Art and Design. XU dominated the batters~ over eight'innings ~f vvork, posted a resp¢ctable 2-2 mark. j . match by winning all seven of the 
game one, winning, 10-4. The but was charged w~th the loss~ Jun- · . The.women started out theif trip singles matches. ·· The men were 
Muskies were abletojump out ioroutfielderMattWatsonhadtwo byoyerwh~lining SavannahState sparked by senior captain Brerit 
early, thanks to, a t\Vo-run, first-in- hits. and ari RBI, and Fish_ had. a University, 9~0. Xavier was led by Cullen, who took care of his oppo-
ning homer by sophomore infielder double _and scored a run in the los- · freshma9. Beth A.braliam)n No.· 4 nent with ease, winning 6-0,6-0. 
Ty Brenning. ing effort; . .. . .. · · . singles and soph~more Gweti Xav_ier followed up the victory 
Xavier put the game away by •The reeen(offenslv:e expiosiori . Sikora in.No .. 6 singles, who · by blanking St ]3onaventure, 7-0. 
busting out with· a five.,.run si;itth has a lot to.do with the performance blanked their respective opponents The Musketeers were led by.sopllo-
inning, highlighted by a leadoff of Fish; who leads the Mu~keteers 6c0, 6-0; , . more Kyle Bates, 'who shut out his 
'double by Scuglik and a crucial ·with~ iofty :415batting average ln·doubles actiori, .freshman opponent 6-0, 6-0. 
two-out singl~ by Fish, driv!ng in andhasreachedbaseinallofXU's Emily Senich and senior Denise Unfort1,mately, the winning 
two runs. games so far this year.· Chokan also dominat~d by captur- streak was halted with a 5-4 loss to 
The Musketeers held off West · Brenning is also lighting up the ing an 8-0 victory in No. 3 doubles. Washington~St. Louis~ XU went 3-
Florid~; 5-4, in game two. Senior stat sheet, batting .~ 10, and i~ tied .In the women ~s next match, 3 in singles competition, but lost the 
infielder Chris Kirkby came up with . with.a team-high eight RBI. Xavier defeated Atlantic IO rival s't. match because of losing two of 
a key hit in the top the seventh; . Witte •1eads the pitching staff· Bonaventure: 7:2. · JUnior ·Kristen ,three doubles matches. 
knocking iri the game-winning run. with. a 2-1 record,: 28 innings .. Wolfled the wayfor theLady Mus-· ' Xavier was able to bounce right 
Junior pitcher James Siefker had pitchec(and a tearii~high. 24 strike keteers with·· a 6-0, 6~0 victory in "·back t~e following day, however, by 
a quality outing, pitching 5.2 in- outs; · · the No. 3 singles ·rriatch~ cruising past Eastern Menonite 7- . 
nings and only allowing one earned XU will take on its crosstown The Musketeefdominance was 0. Xavier's freshman duo of young 
run. Scuglik helped ensure the vie- rival,. Cincinnati, on .the. road at . temporarily. put. on hold i~ XU's ·guns, Keviri McEnery and Jeff Ro-
tory by saving his first game of the Johnny Bene., Field today at 3 p.m.. next match, wheri the women were man, aced their way past the com-
. year.and throwing out a runner at Xavier is s~heduled to open its first defeated 8~1 by the College of . petition by both posting 6-0, 6-1 
the plate from left field. . . . home game Saturday at noon when Charleston, .. The only Xavier vie- . results·. 
. XU. kept winning the next day, they ·host Eastern Michigan at tory'in the match was by sophomore . The trip ended with a. tough 5-4 · 
defeating Flagler College, .6-2. Hayden Field. · Tracie Fraunfelder and senior Laura loss to Carson-Newman, pushing 
Freshman pitcher Greg Wiggers .. Yesterday's game against Indi-. Fraunfelder in No:2 doubles. . the Musketeers' record to 5-6 for. 
earned his first career victory as a 'ana was, p9stponed due Jo inclC?m- The women wasted no time get- the season., . 
Musketeer; holding Flagler to only ent weather. ting back to winning, however, as 
·: -.· .. . : ' ..... 
1 ~---~ ' 
Preparing forthe CJ?A exam? 







• ·30 selilester hour progrwn . 
· • Degree. completion in one year 
.~ Full-time or part-time 
• ~raduate assistantships·. 
For more information, 
·pt.ease cuntact the . 
Department of Accoiintancy at 
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Women's 1998 .. 99 season One to remember 
- BY MATT BARBER 
· Sports Editor 
The Xavier w.omen's basketball 
team: has never wori a game in the 
- NCAA tourn~fuent. _In 1993,they 
Io~t to Ciemson, 10~64. in tliei~ only 
appeilrance; ThisFriday,the eighth 
seeded 19~8-99 tealTl' will ti:y to 
b_e_coine the first XU squad to win 
in the .NCAA Tournament when 
. they take on 22nd ranked and ninth 
seeded Florida International. Even 
i{th~ Muskete~rs come away on the 
short end, this year.'s team_ will go 
down as-one ofthe best, if not the 
best1 in school history. 
The 23 wins this team earned 
surpassedthe 21 :wins of the 1992-
93 squad a_nd marked the first time .· 
sinte 1994 'that Xu had a_20~win 
season. This: is also head coach 
·:Melanie BalcoJ11b's ·first 20-win 
.. 
season,- "'· .· -· . _ _ . ; 
· · The 50.5 field goal percentage. 
of this team· ranks second in the 
natiori behind.natio~al powers No. 
2 Tennessee and.No. 4 Connecticut 
and is well above the school record 
of 47 .6 percerit that the 1981-82 
team set. Xavier's 39.7 three-point 
. shooting percentage ranks them 
second in the country behind No. 
19 Iowa State. · · .· • ._ 
·- On the individual !eve.I, the play-
ers on this-season's team have been 
setting records arid garnering hon-
. ors as well. - Senior point guard 
Nikki Kremer has set the school's 
sirigle-season record for assists with 
262, to which she will add this Fri-
-NIKKI KREMER 
A-1 d FIRST TEAM 
A-io ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM 
ll;D A-1 o IN ASSISTS 
LED A-10 /JV 3-PT SHOOTING 
SECOND IN Fr SHOOTING 
JEN PHILLIPS 
A-10 SECOND TEAM 
. SECOND JN SHOOTING 
SEVENTH IN REBOUNDS 
. -NICOLE LEVAN DUSKY 
A-:10THIRD TEAM 
A-10 All-TOURNAMENT TEAM 
SECOND IN 3-PT SHOOTING 
1HIRD IN STEALS 
SEVENTH IN SCORING 
EIGHTH IN SHOOTING 
KATIE GRIGGS 
· A-10 All-ROOKIE TEAM 
. day .. The old mark of 212 was set 
by Carol Madsen in the 1993-94 
seas'on. ·Kremer· also broke 
Madsen's career assist mark of 518 
(1991-94) and now has 532 and 
counting. Kremer's 8.7 assists per 
game ranks her second in the na-
tion this year, 
Sophomore guard Nicole 
Levandusky keeps adding to her 
school record for three-pointers in 
a season. She is holding at 88, but -
that number should go upthis · 
weekend. The old.record, also set 
by Madsen, in the 1991-92 cam-
paign, had st~od_ at 68. Last sea-
son, Levandusky tied the school 
· markfor steals in a season with 8L 
She has 77 so far this year. 
The Atlantic 10 All-Conference 
Teams were full of Musketeers this . . ' . 
season. Kremer,"averaging 9.7 
points per game, was named to the 
first team; ·sophomore center Jen 
Phillips, averaging 14.3 ppg and 6.9 
rebounds per game, was named to 
. the second team; Levandusky~ av-
eraging 15.6 ppg and 4.Srpg,\vas 
named to the third teal11 and fresh- · 
man guard Katie Griggs, averaging 
5.Sppg and 2.9 rpg, was named to 
th_e all-rookie team:·· · 
Kremer and Levaildtisky were 
· also named totheA-10 Conference 
Championship All-Tournament 
·Team for their play in Philadelpl:iia. 
. Kremer averaged 1 L3 points and 
10.3 assists over the four games, 
and Levandusky averaged 20:3 · 
points and 2.5 · rebounds . 
Levandusky shot an unbelievable 
17-28 (.607) from three-point 
range. 
· On Friday night, the nation will · 
see if any of these records are ex-
. tended or if new ones are set. Ei-
ther way, the 1998-99 season will 
be one in which Xavier women;s 
basketball fans will remember for 
a Icing time; At foastuntil all these 
records are broken agai_n. 
· • . , . _ _ _ · . . . : . · -- . 1 FILE PHOTO · Senior point guard Nikki Kremer has. played close to 40 minutes 
. ill almost every game this season. The leader otthe team on 
and off the floor, Kremer has dished out a school record 262 
assists.this season and her 8.7 per-game average rankS second 
in the 'nation·. · . · ·. ' • . . · . . 
Coming in concert to 
-XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
Saturday, April 1 0th, 8pm -
Xavier Univ. Schmidt.Fieldhouse 
Featuring opening per.formers, _The Pooles Creek B~nd 
TICKET INFORMATION: .. •· 
$5 StudentTickets on sale lntHe-S.A.C. 
office beginning March 10th. t ticket I XU ID 
$8 General Adrnission tickets available through 
'·. 
.... 
·, .' ·_Ticketmaster outlets 
Stud~nt tickets are limited; once; these are sold out, any remaining students wis_hing to attend the 
concert must purchase tickets through Ticketmaster at _the general admissior;i price . 
......... l 
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A MOVIE ON THE DARK SIDE OF THE PORN INDUSTRY? DON'T EXPECT AN ANIMATED' SERIES 
Beautiful babies 
The search for contestants for 
···the Miss Teen All American P~g­
eant 1999 has begun: 
Contestants will be judged in 
evening gown, swimsuit and a 
one-on-one personal iilterview. 
MissTeenAllAmerican 1999 
will receive prizes including 
$5,000, jewelry, luggage, travel 
opportunities, a fur coat, a $500 
shoe wardrobe, fitness programs 
and more. . 
To qualify, a young woman 
must be aged 13 to 19 as of Aug. 
-1, 1999, never married and a 
U.S. resident.- , 
To apply, young women must 
send a recerit photo, naine, ad-
dress~ phone number,, date of 
birth and a short bio and mail to: 
Dept. A-Miss Teen All Ameri-
can/ 603 Schrader Ave./ Wheel-
ing; WV, 2~003-9619. 
·" . ~ - . -
BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ 
. Diversions Writer 
If there are no. good porno-
graphic films, what makes one as-. 
sume they could create a good 
movie which explores the dark side 
of pornography? This was doomed· 
from the beginning; I am talking 
about the. conception qf the recent 
film;"8mm.!' · . · 
Screenwriter Andrew 'Kevin 
Walker, also the authorof"Seven," 
and director· Joel Schumacher at-
. Welles continues his search in 
Los Angeles where he runs into an 
adult. bookstore cler.k, played by 
Joaquin Phoenix. Cage befriends 
Phoenix and together they squirm 
through the uridergrourid porn· in-
dustry of L.A. looking for clues. 
The 'clues . they find lead. them 
back.to New York, where suddenly. 
the movie becomes a story of ven-
geance and justice. If this descrip: 
tion seems sparse, it correlates with 
the plot of this movie. 
· tempt this daunting task'. . It is per- The scenes of pornography and 
haps ari understatement to say they the seedy side of the porn industry 
fail miserably. . . (as. if there was a non~seedy side) 
Nicolas Cage stars as surveil- begin as slightly disturbing, but es-
lance specialist Tom Welles. A calate toward nauseating, if not 
wealthy widow requests'.his ser- ·· completely pointless. 
. porn footage, · 
enough is enmigh. . 
Fortun'ately; 
Joaquin Phoenix 
added some come:. · · 
die moments to the 
film. Without 
Phoenix, this .. 
movie would be a· 
complete failure: , · 
Cage is entirely 
unbelievable. The 
scenes .when.~~ 
starts to tui:n on.his 
wife and appears : 
consumed by his 
job are even. more .. 
annoying than the " 
depiction of his in-
ternal struggle .. 
Prior to this, his 
presentation is the. 
epitome of medioc-
rity. .. . PHcrfo COURresv OF cCll~UMBIA PICTuRES 
Kids and 'Cats' 
vices in hopes that he will discover The truth is, the movie itself is 
the tn.le identity of a girl allegedly completely pointless. There is no 
killed in a pornographic film. Cage vindication in· this film. No moral 
begins his search.for the Jl1issing lesson is gained. In fact;nothing 
girl, rifling through me5 .with the pleasing camefrom this film what-
vision of the girl. ~d ·.the· interini- soever. I left the theater looking for 
· nable sound of a min reel iri his someone to hug to ten me there are 
head; As luck would have it; he still good things in life and ev~ry-
;'Cats," Broad~ay's longest finds out who she is and :visits ihe thing was going to.be OK. 
· The· . second 
most disturbing 
thing·. about this 
film are the.charac-
in uamm," Tom Welles (Nicolas Cage) is . 
. chosen to investigate an alleged murder . 
recorded on a crudely made porn film. 
runnfog. musical, returns .to the gifrsrnother,'hopingtogainfurther So, _let's · consider that ters "Ma~hine''. and the porno-. 
Taft Theatre for a limited ~how-· information. · ... · . Schumacher. was hoping to get graphic· director Dino Velvet (l>eter 
ing from Marchl6-21. This covers the first haJf of the people to think with a little moral'" Stormare ): "Machine" wears a 
"Also, on Tuesday, Mar~h 16, · •.· . movie, ~ore of a riiystery/~ild- ity about the porn industry. There leather: mask and inflicts severe 
Kids' Night on Broad~·a.y is goose-chasethanthethriUerpromo- has to be a better way. J propos~: pain on women in porn films. Htfs 
scheduled, including a pre-show tions claimed. it would be. The Use a little more lighting in this · also Velvet's hitman and a more im-
. Kids Fest at the Taft Theatre at movie tries to create a sus~ns~ful film. The whole movie was. dark, posing character than found in most 
6:30 p.m., with the performance atmosphere with ·continual. horror. from the underground scene~ to the · horrorfil~s. Stm:mare portrays the 
of "Cats" following at 8 p.m. ' music playing iii the background, sceries iri Welles' hou~e at mid-day. . porn kirig with a certain psychotic 
The most disturbing thing about 
this film is that it wa8 ev.er: written, 
produced, filmed and released at all. 
Someo.ne along this. process must 
have noticed its · deplqrable natur(:. 
and its total disregard for any .valu-
able creative expression. If not, l 
fear for the future of film. 
Rating: * 
The performances on Tuesday but this just serves as a distraction. And as for the constant barrage of flair. -
!:E;{~~=-~~j~_?.· Gellar retu~:ll.S aS Bllffy-tlie Virg.:.i~'SI3'.Y~r.···; 
Tickets range from $3250 to 
$58.50. Tickets are available at 
the Broadway Series office i~ the 
Mercantile Center, the TaftThe~ 
atre . box office· or · any 
·NOTORIOUS VAMPIRE HUNTER JOINS THE FORCES OF EVIL IN. THE NEw MOVIE 'CRUEL INTENTIONS' . 
Ticketinaster outlet. 
. Have a (hair) ball 
The Hair.Ball, a showcase of 
fancy 'dos and crazy coifS, will 
be held at the Wexner Center for 
the Arts on Saturday, March 13, 
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
12 1/4 Circle, a volunteer 
group, will host this event. Pro-
ceeds will help .support programs 
for families and cµildren at the 
Wexner Center. · 
. Tickets are $25 for Wexner 
Center members, $30 for the gen-
eral public and $35 the day of the 
event. 
For more information or to 
purchase tickets, . call the ticket 
office at 292-3535. 
Book talk 
BY NATHAN DUKE 
·Diversions Writer 
The best way to describe Roger 
Kumble's debut film, "Cruel Inten-
tions,'; is "Dangerous Liaisons. 
90210.". Based on the novel by 
Choderlos de LaCios, as well as the 
. ' . . ' 
aforementioned 1988 film; 
Kumble;s . movie·. stars Sarah -
social li~es. Most of th·e .. film re~ 
voives around a challenge Kathryn 
presents to Sebastian _:__ to win the 
. heart and body of Annette (Reese 
. Michelle Gellar (from the TV se-
ries ":Buffy the· Vampire·. Slayet") 
.. and.Ryan Phillippe, two step sib-
lings and dueling sexual c~mpeti-
Witherspoon), the virginal daugh-
ter of the: new headmaster. 
. The conditions C>f the bet are tors; 
While most high . thus: if Kathryn wins, she will gairi 
school. students. ai:~ possession'ofSebastian's cherished 
concerned with find- sports car, but if he wins, she must 
ing a prom date or . sleep with.hi~. The rest of the film 
. how they did on their involves· the results of the chal-
. report cards; Kathryn · leµge; as ~ell· as· the manipulation 
·'(Gellar) and a~d conquest of.Several other stu-
. Sebastian (Philllippe) dents.. · ~ · • . 
. ·spend their time chal- · Wbat~orked in "Dangerous Li-
'. Jenging qne another aisons'' does ndt translate as'effee.:. 
to top previous sexual tively in Kumble's film. While the 
conquests. story of these two sexual predators 
·. ··As they sleep with. seeme. a' quite believab_le, in. 19th 
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES. . . . . • . .. 
. . many .of their fellow . century France; it dC>es not seem as 
Kathryn (Gellar} anc;I Seb.astian (Phillippe) classmates, tt,ey also convincing in a .modern day_ .high 
.· share a warm step-sibling moment control'thefrvictims' school. 
. Many of the elaborate schemes 
Kathryn and Sebastian attempt to · 
· pull off are ridiculous, and the out-
. come of the challenge to seduce · 
Annette is unrealistic. · 
· The fact that the entire film only 
builds up to a ridiculous fist fight 
· between Sebastian and one of his 
victims does not h~lp the film much 
either. . 
Whatfinally saves "Cruel Inten-
tions" from being a complete fail~ 
ure is a modest performance by , 
Witherspoon as the victimized 
. Annette, an entertaining cameo by 
foshua Jackson (of "Dawson.'s 
Creek" fame) and the director's 
ability not to take all this nonsense 
too seriously. 
' Among the array of recent films. 
.·concerning high.school, "Cruel In~ 
· tentions" is average. 
.Rating: ** 
Best-selling British author 
Janet Gleeson will discuss her . 
new book, the Areanum, at the . 
Taft Museum on Sunday, March 
14. 
Nell Re1eases 4lt live Wires 
The followirig were due for release on March. IO ... : ·•· .. 
Gleeson will speak at 3 p.m. 
and sign books from 4-5 P.:m. . The Boneshakers, Shake the Planet(Yirgin) [with ex-members of 
Book~ will be available fo~;p'ur- Was Not Was] ... Pcabo Bryson, TBA (Windham Hill).:; C~Murder, • 
. chase at the Mus~um:-~Stor~j~;'.,.' · .· · B~ssalinie (Priority) ... Cherokee, I Lqv~•You "'.,.Me (ROA)\"' J)~~.e. '· 
Wed!Wsday, Mar_ch 10· 
Enon .. : · 
@ Sud~y Malone's 
- Th,urs<Jay,' Mardi.Ji · ·_·. 
Billy Joel . . .- .'' 
r,· 
Tuesaay, March 16 
Alien Fa5hion Show 
w/ Blue,PlateSpecial 
. and F~~hetta Mirror Ball 
·Tour,.-' 
. : .. Taft Museum aftd.Metti;ttthe, Hillyard and the Rocksteady 1, Playiilne (Epitaph}.~. Loopel{Upa . 
· , Li~rary. member~·-~.~Y':~~~d ~~~~~~);~·~ 1:t~~t::r;;.~r~~~~:~1r:~7~ ~;:~~~:~~~~:.?Cr .. / 
free; Admission is $4for adults~ . . , . . . 
. <g> The crown· 
·s~m~d«y; Mdrciz f3 · · · · 
.·. ·:Kid vaiilitce :< ··•. -
:<vzM:~~gt:e1soup. 
and New-MoiiyShow 
·@Bcni~rt's · · .. · · · 
;We<lrlesd~y; Marcfrli · .·. · 
·. ,st&i.i>ingWe8tward·.···· 
$2 for seniors 0r,::~t~dents/~nd _ $hort and Richie Rich guesting; tentative date] ... Muzzle, Actual.Size 
free for.childrenJ8'aiiCI uhder.· . . (Reprise) .... -Na8, I A~' ... :ThceAutobfogr~phy (Colombia);~~ ShariiCe~ . 
· :Res~rvations for tlie tilltare. . , /[BA Cf\rista);"'. WilcQ~,sumln~f i~eih.~~p~ise).~,;; .. ·.·. • .. ··.: .. : · ... ··. ·· 
required." Call 24}~0343 fo~res-
ervations. · ... all dates.are te!ltative> · " ' · ···, · 
: w7 :P~~cebo. · · · 
.... i~ Bt>gart's . · @Toptll.t-
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EAT •DRINK·AND. BE-·MERRY-
When ba.t~h()(lping becomes an art 
JOIN 1WO LOCAL CONNOISSEURS ON THEIR JOURNEY FOR THE ULTIMATE QUEEN CITY1IRISH BEER EXPERIENCE . . ' . . ' - . 
BY BRENDON CULL 
. AND STEVE NOGA 
scanty. we enjoyed .. their afford-
able. beers on tap,· including 
Guest.Writers Tennent's, Beamish and 
Itching to find the pot of gold on . . B,cxldington 's. · .. 
St. Patrick's Day? No need to plir,- . Also worthyofnote was the .. · 
' chase a plane ticket to Ireland, there friendly bartender and a fine . 
·.is plenty of Irish culture alive and array of coffee drinks. (Fear . 
well in the Tri-state·area. · not, we .stuck to the beer.) 
. Stock in Cincinnati, our Spring .. Check out the new outdoor 
Break inCluded an 8-day, 12~bar tent that will make for excel-
jotimey: complete with takeoff from lent St. Paddy's festivities. 
an American bar, a fayover•at the .. Our next trlp.wa8 to Jack 
German Bockfest, and a touchdown Quinn's in Covington. Uncle 
at nine so-called Irish pubs. Here Louie, whOhad apparently been 
is our review of the experience. ho I.ding the bar tip for some .. 
Our excursion began with the time, greeted us on our way in 
1999 Great Guinness Toast at the ~e door. Quinn's is quite an ex,. 
. Blue Moon Saloon~· . Why' Blue perience; all •the furniture ~rid··· 
Moon? Free Guinness. There 'is ; decorations ~come straight from 
nothing like free drinks on the Ireland. Fantastic ambian~e. great" 
plane. . Irish music and quality beer. Don't 
Fortunately,.we had a layov~ron drink too much, because your wal~ 
Main Street at the Bockfest. Al- · letcan;t afford the price and your · 
though stuck in a holding pattern body can't afford the tumble to the. 
(translation: bad parking), we fi- basement bathr~oms; ' 
nally touched down at Rhino's and Next, we celebrated the tapping 
Main Stree.t Brewery. Bock beer of the Caffrey's keg at Dana's. 
packs a heavy punch, so we diqn't Searching for·a quality Irish beer, 
have to eat again until Wednesday. but. don't like. the. thickness of 
If stout doesn't soothe your palate, Guinness? Try Caffrey's. Not 
head down to MainStreet and try a much more to say aboutthe famil.: 
pint of the refreshingly .smooth iar Dana~s, but with $2.75 Caffrey's . 
Main StreetBock. pints, home away fr.om home just 
If you are'an Irish beer conn.ois- became home. . . 
.' seur, follow us along on ·the ride. To contrast the Xavier Irish ex-
First, try McMurpliy's Irish Pub . perience, we· headed. into enemy 
on PaxtonAvenuein Hyde P~rk territory ti>·UC's Murphy's Irish 
Although the Sunday croy.-d Was. PUb. Upset, at first, by the small . 
size and pitiful· beer selection, we 
were surj)rised to discover the back 
room of Murphy's, which included 
a fine dart room, outdoor patfo !J.nd 
poolroom;· 
T.he best 'surprise was the row ·of_ 
·Apply today to be on t'1e 
Honlecomil1g 'student Parade Committee! 
Committee Chair 
.Promotions _~hair 
Entries & Line Chair 
· FIOat Contest Cllair 
. ·Banner: Conte5t Chair . 
· : eand_c~~te~ chair· 
Appliqitions.available ~tth~.·SAC Office,.c1~,' Info l:).esk, and the Alumni House 
•· locatedat ~816 Ledge~ood! · Comple~d·applicati~ns due' March .IS, 1999! · 
II ···. . .~··. ~~~Q~ue~st~i!!!!!!!on~·s~?~.f~~!!!!!!!ll~Jo~cty~··~a~ue~lte~rm~· ~an~· 1~4~5!!!!!!!·1~09!!!!!!1~. ·~· ~~·~~~-; jj 
taps with the better beer: 
Murphy's Stout, Newcastle and 
Sierra Nevada. To top it off, 
this pub had the. best jukebox 
we sa\\' all· week. Murphy's 
· had certainly redeemed itself. 
After the Monica interview 
on Wednesday, we needed 
. some serious beer. So, off to 
the Dubliner in Pleasant 
Ridg~. Thirty-five bottles, 16 
taps, and countless Scotch and 
Irish Whiskeys aw!liteci us. A.I- . 
though the atmosphere was sub-
dued this night, the crowd is usu-. 
ally boisterous. "A q{iaJity draft 
choice is the British (so~) Old 
Speckled Hen. Is the bartender on 
commission?. 
Sharktank. Bottoms up. 
, FridaymeantHap's. ltisalways 
nice to find bartenders who truly 
know how to. pour a beer. Hap's 
has a real Irish feel· to it, with its 
brick inner walls aqd pew room. 
Hap's also had a decent jukebox, 
except for the Bette Midler. Can 
you imagine hea~ing "From a Dis-
tance" while enjoying a Murphy's 
Stout? Looking for an authentic St. 
Patrick'~ day close to campus? 
Check out Hap's. 
· Ollr final destination was to 
Crowley's in Mt. Adams. Our bar-
tenders were. by far the best of the 
week, with their Irish attitude, 
brotherly camaraderie and strong 
lip synching capabilities. Endorsed 
by the Ancient Order of the Hiber-
nians, Crowley;s .is the official bar 
of the St. Patrick's Day Parade, If 
you go, check out the detailed 
· wooden bar. 'I:ry the Crowley's 
Irish Amber ($1.75) and top off 
yow: night with a Guinness - a fine 
way to end a week in Ireland. . . 
. bur first stop on Thursday was · 
Shady O'Grady's in Loveland. 
Shady's offers a pecl11iar feel. 
Imagine blending country-westem 
people wi~ an Irish bar. We espe-
Ciall y liked the tables and the 
· Samuel Smith, .Taddy Porter and 
. Oatmeal St.out. However, .if you 
have to use the restroom, go else-
where, like our next stop, 
O'Bryon's •. 
This pub claims to be_ Irish, but 
the draft .beer selection was less 
than stellar. f\. positive ~spect of 
O'Bryon 's was that i~ offered Great 
Lakes Irish Ale, a distinctive malty 
. brew. We like it. It may not be the 
greatest Irish bar, but it is the only 
one we ·know that serves the 
- :: 
So as you plan your St. Paddy's · 
Day festivities, choose wisely. Fine 
beer, atmosphere, affordability, bar-
tenders and jukeboxes formed our 
criteria. If you are staying close to 
home, enjoy Dana's •. If you're up 
for something new, make your way 
to our choice, jack Quinn's. And 








March 18, 1999 
4p.m .. 
CBA19 . 
. • Learn how YOU can·co-.op and gain . 
• . real. work experience,' earn. credit and 
get paid! 
·. • . Pa.nel discussion with ·ciirrent co-op. 
'.· students. 
• Packets: of information.·. 
For mot~ information, call Kathy 
- .M~9lusky@ 745~4869. · ' 
'· 
,"' VI ~ o 
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IN YOUR EAR-
The Groovegrass Boyz 
Groovegrass JOI 
(Reprise) 
Upon first listening to 
Groovegrass IOI, one might have 
a hard time deciding whether The 
Groovegrass Boyz are making fun 
of country/bluegrass music or hon~ 
estly trying to take it in a new di-
rection altogether. 
After a few minutes, however, 
it becomes clear The Groovegrass 
Boyz are definitely attempting to 
blend bluegrass music with dance 
music and maybe a little synthetic 
funk, too. 
What_is an even scarier thought 
is they are doing a pretty good job 
of it. · -
The Boyz suggest that this mu-
sic "should be played at high vol-
ume, preferably in a residential 
area." That might not be a good 
idea, unless of.course your neigh-
· (Columbia/ Aware)· 
hors have disassembled car parts 
strewn about their front yard. 
Groovegrass is not' a. band· tha( . 
you will hear at a Cincy bar, and 
you probably won't find it on MTV 
or Bourbon Street. In fact, it's kind 
of hard to tell exactly who this mu-
sic is meant for. 
Still the energy of Groovegrass 
IOI can't be ignored. All the tradi-
tional country music tools are here: 
banjo, acoustic guitar, fiddle, steel . 
guitar and mandolin. But here they 
are ii:tfused with new energy and 
create a sound that comes from 
somewhere other than a square · 
dance or the tailgate 'of a pickup 
truck. 
Sure, there are your typical-
sounding country ditties, Hke "Blue 
Moon of Kentucky," but instead of 
twangy ballads, these are infec-
. tiously original tunes that just might 
put a: spring in your step, cowpoke. 
Still, if you aren't a big fan of 
country music, you will probably 
... OK, you will most likely, hate 
this music. · 
The Groovegrass Boyz get an 
"A" for effort_:_ this took guts. And · 
if you are ~n eclectic and _open~ 
minded music fan, .hear them out; 
you might be pleasantly surprised. · 
This CD earns $$$. · 
- Jonathan Mosko, 
Asst. Diversions Editor 
notion" section and the end qf the 
first verse, but if you can hold on 
until the second, you're.in for a K'.s 
Choice-type .vocal rhythm and lyr-
ics like "as your insides fall to 
·pieces I shatter.ed by the silerit treat-
ment I things are only: fragile -'tfl 
they break." · · 
After these couple of songs, the 
-- disc begins to fall apart. 
It's odd; the lyrics are intelligent 
and insightful and the music is 
above· p~r (reminiscent of the mti-
. sic which drifted from various tents 
and.stage~ during the HORDE Fes-
. ti val show I attended a few years 
D~vetail Joint, the boys fromfast . a·go) but they.don't aiways s~em to 
.year's stormy STYUKA, are back mesh . well.- In addition, nothing · 
with their latest full-length disc, about this disc is really exciting or 
001. · · .innovative. · · ·· 
This effort, which contains the I also have a real problem with 
band's regional.breakthrough track Charles Gladfelter's voice. With.: 
"'Level on The Inside," contains 10 out backing vocals like those on . 
postmodern, edgy pop tunes. "Beautiful" and "Oh My_ God," his 
Dovetail starts the disc off with vocals border on annoying, making 
a· bang, leading with "Beautiful," the emotive lyrics unbelievable and 
probably the most well-orchestrated ineffectual. 
song 01_1 the album. 001 ·is not a bad album, by any 
The catchy beat and '80s-style ·means. Those who are huge fans 
synthesizer/guitar combo create a of the pop-rock sound will enjoy the 
very likable sound. The lyrics are musical aspects of the disc and the 
fun and include the word 'resplen- lyrics are better than most.of what 
dent,' whichl've never heard used -new musi9 has to offer, but Dove~ 
.in a pop song before. Lyrics like ... tail Joint lacks a· certain dynamic 
'just because you're high I just be- . quality which forces them to remain 
cause you smile l think that you 're 1"just another pop~rock band.''. 
the one I brjghter than the. sun I you This disc earns_$$. 
don't need-the world.,. I you;re ..C...Lauren Mo$_ko, ··-
.beautiful" made me smile to my- Diversions Editor 
self---: after all, we all know some-
. one like this. · 
. "Level on The Inside" is also a 
good track. It starts off soft and 
.sparse, creating an emotionally 
· ambiguous, overcast day effect. (I 
was anxious to see if the song 
WOUid · clear: up or·· S~orm, >if y()U: 
know what I mean.) : . · . 
It begins tO grate slightly on yout· 
nerves during the "entertain the 
. $$$$ This disc is worth more 
than you paid for it. 
$$$ Pick this up the next 
time you're at the 
. . reco_rd store. . 
· $$ This is worth dubbing 
. from a friend. · 
- $ :Don't even b~ther. -' 
DIVERSIONS THExAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Description: Provide in-residence supervision to motivated high school. 
students in- acadeinics, leadership abilities, team building,. relationships, and 
accessing the university campus. _ 
,. 
.· Dates: Jtlne 2, 1999-. July 17, 1999 (Weekends Oft) 
Q·ualifications: · Jilnior status or have completed 60+ college credit hours by 
June 1999, 2~5 minimum G.P.A., valid driver's license required. We need. , 
mature, energetic young ·adults who enjoy working with teens. Ideal opportunity 
for future educators, but all majors accepted. ' 
· .. , ·' ... '' 
Salary Range: ·Resident Assistants·-· $ 1,200.00. Residential Coordinator-
$1,400.00. Room provided for duration of program, board provided-Monday 
through Friday. · 
· For more information, call the Northern Kentucky University Upward Bound 
office at (606)442-3520. To fill out an application, drop by the Upward Bound. 
'.Office at 41f Johns Hill Road in Highland Heights between 8:30 & 4:30 
weekdays. -
' :. c~~ • ' 
Appl~cation Deadlin~: Monday, March 19~ 1999. 
' ', ; .. 
GET 'MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD. 
Your Uncle Sam .. Every fees. They even pay a flat rate 
year Army ROTC awards · for textbooks and supplies. 
scholarships to hundreds of .. You can· also receive an allow-
t ale n t e d ·students. If. you. anceofupto$1500eachschool 
qualify, these merit-based ~eADERSH1p · year the scholarship is in 
scholarships can help you ····• ~ffect. Find out tod~y if 
paytuitionandedudational you qualify. · 
~CELLENCE 
.-1ltlM'f?-B.clrc 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE·COURSE YOU CAN TAKE· 
•·.· .FordetCxrrs, Visit St..Bartxlrcx°~6ri or can·· 
' ' ' ' -' ' .. ' ,, 745~1062·::· ' ' -,,. 
.; .. ~ .. ~ . . .. ·.;: '. 
. : . ~·:. ' 
THE.XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
·. Prtzes.fOh•···· - · 
·· - V'olun£ary Me~tPlan· ·· 
·£0~: · ·.Drawing·~_. · ·.·~ 
~·~~> . . . ;f~/1 10/lf : 
·, > : SCJngr~:tGlationB!. · . \v-=1-.D 
. " 
· Mountain~ 
WILLIAM FENTON . . 
:. AM/EM S.terea Caf2£2ette elayer/Recarder 
EKATERINA RADZHABOVA 
Personal Portabfu Cl2 Eiayer 
- . · ·.· KRIStlN SMITH . 
Atvt/EM Cwb~ Qock Radio · · · · 
jAMES BEAULIEU. · · 
Di0ita1 AM/EM Sit;rea .&&iki Walkman 
. JOHN BREHM . 
Bde.foaf2e. Carryj~ B.a0 .• 
ZOE LINDEMANN 
. . . .. 
Please come with 'your All Card to the Main Dinh1g .Room 
office.to claim ym1r prizes. 
-· · .Three ways to beat · 
-.-1h1·hi9h cost of colleg~ .. 
t 1111 Montgomery .GI :,m . . .., 
. I. StudentJoan· repayment. 
3. Part·time Income 
·•· 
. . TheArmy·Re~rve Alternate Training Prograai is a smartwaytO pay ·: 
forcollege. · ·. . · · · · . · . . . · . . · .. 
, First, if you qualify, the.Montgomery GI_ Bill can provide you with over 
$7,000for curreritcollege ~nses or appr~ved vo/tecb training. . . 
. . second, if you have~or. obtain-a qualified ~tudent loan not in default, .. 
you may get it paid off atthe rate of 15% per year or $1;500, whichever is greater, 
upto a maximum of $10,000. Selected military skills can double that maximum. . . . 
· · Third,you can earn part-time money in college, and here's how it works: 
One swnmeryou take Basic Training, and the nextsummeryou reeeive skill 
training at an Anny schooLYou11 earn over$1,600forBasic and even more for· 
skill training, Then you11 attend monthly meetings at an Anny Reserve unit : 
· near your college, usuaily one weekend a month plus two weeks a year. You11 
. be paid over $107 a weekend to start. It's wqrth thinking about Give us a call: 
. (513) 731-4400 .• . ' 
... BEALL YOUCANB~ 
ARMY RESERVE• 
·. www.goarmy.corn 
Preg.nancy Prob t~ll1 Ceitter, E~~t;.: Iµc. · · 
• ' . ' . ·• i '; ' • '· ' • . • • • . • .~ .• • • 
· Read it in The XavierNewswi;e ·this week. 
. "Xavier goe~- soft on toilet paper''21nl99 
• • '- 1, ·, 
Read it, iii fh'e _¢nqilirertbe ii~xt~ · . : . 
· "Xavier resolves· toilet paper row" fo199 
. . . ·- .. ,· 
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G, .expert foreign car. ~ 
. repair and maintenance 
tune ups - brakes ~ suspension - clut~h - exhaust 
XU STUDEN·TD/SCOUNT .. 
r~-~---~----------~-~-~~~-~--~ ·I ·· . . . I 
f Qil Service Special $1.S.95 : 
. : .· including. Change qil ·and tilter. · ..c~~ck and top off all : · 
. I. flui.ds. Settire pressure.·. Perform rnulti-pointvisual .. I 
t. sa~ety insp~ction.· , ... >, . . . _ ·. > . • ,. .. l· _ 
I .· : . Student. ID and coupon required. Vahd thru 4/:30/99' ·. r 
1 · . please calr(or .appo}ntment731 ~89£{~ . ·. .. . . l 
I. . . : · : I -... _ -..;. _ ... ~.;;. _ --------;..:.;.. _ -... ~-~--..;. _..;. _ ..
.. 
. IT~S'BAR·D TO·FIND 
AFFO·· ·RD. BLE FIS&· 
·,· ... ····'··'. : . •' .. ' ·.· .· : ·:·: ... ': ...... ' ....... · ... · .... : .. ·., ··: ,' .. _:. 
_.·:WR.EN TB.: NEAREST. OCEAN _.· 
·1s a·TROVSAND MILES· AWAY~ 
. NEW·· ··. * iW7li=Y * · 
·::: '. ·•. • ·1·' $ .••... · ... ·_· .......... :··· . . .•... ···. 
. We smother scrumptious seafood with-~ crea~y sher.ry sauce, 
roll it in a warm flour tortilla and top, it all off with shrimp and more sherry sauce. 




· steaks,'C:hickea,IUJls aadTex•Mex. ·" .· 
7484 Tiirfway Rd. Saratoga Square;. n3os Princeton Pike. Springdale, 
· 1555 West Main St. Hamiltoo;9956 Escort Drive at Fields Ertel, · 
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March 10 
(the) Gno_me on.flute. . 
. . . 
If the Italian, French, Chinese . 
Isn'tit_so wonderful to co~e 
back from Spring Break? In honor 
·of .ihe·multitudes of happy people 
walking around campus, this 
week's theme is "bitter." If the 
most exotic place you got to go last 
week was Covington, you're prob~ 
ably cursing 'all those tanned 
Tropi~ima dummyheads who mi-
grated smith. Give 'em a big·, · 
hearty slap-on-the-sunburned-
back as revenge. And if you were 
Ii.icky ei:iough to spend the week 
sipping margaritas in the sun, 
well, this foot of snow just isn't 
cutting it. Welcome back, y'all!· 
>By·J«!nnah Durant·· >To place an item in th.e calendar, call 745-31l2 or rtiaifto ML 21'29· .. 
·or Ugandan in you js screaming 
for some non-Irish musical fodder 
today, Bogart's may be a good bet. 
DanceHallCrashers goes on dis-
play·at 8 p.m., 
Coax -a few l~st drops of 
warmth into your soul today at the 
International Coffee Hour at 3:30 · 
p.~. Loads of sugar mixed in will 
subdue the coffee-puckers, arid 
while you're at it, have S01De. 
Sweet n' L9w for dessert .. This 
week's drink-off is sponsored by 
·Mexico, where they consume don-
key-flavored java and use baby 
mountaiii goat tails for swizzle 
·sticks. Mmmmm. Mu~ bueno. 
. For most of us, learning about 
the arts comes via endless slide-
shows .in Br. Pryor's class. Then 
ter team than yours. Hey, speak-
ing of bitter, the vanquished men's 
basketball team travels to Toledo 
tonight to ravage the-Rockets in 
first round NIT play. Big dance, 
pig pants. f\t !east we've got 
Dicky V. on our side in this one. 
Ii: llJ if i 11:\'I 
·,MarchJJ. 
' 
Oh, great. Now I've got 
"Thriller". stuck in my head. 
·Serves me right. Of course, now 
anyone who reads this will, too. So 
. if you hear maniacal Vincent Price-
laughter in your ear all night, my 
bad. Sorry. Anyway, all you mor-
tals are fools. _Hey, I didn't say it. 
. One Will Shakespeare did. Quite 
the jokester, that Will. Go see for 
yourself, you little wood sprite, 
you, as "A Midsummer Night's. 
bream" is presented today at 8 · 
p.m .. ·The show· ruhs Thursday 
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and on · 
Sunday at 2 P:m~ until March 28. 
. The place to be is 719 Race St: 
there are the art majors, who get Do you like Billy Joel?'Do you 
to make little' ciay pots and· stick · want free tickets to his concert to- . 
them in ovens .. But the Jesuits night :at' the Firstar (formerly the 
want you to know there's a lot. Crown, formerly the. Coliseum) 
more to it than that. Come to the Center? So do I. I went to the 
- . Schott Multipurpose Room today ' .. · ticket store and they said, '°Hmm, 
at 1:30 p.m. to learn about ~·Jesuit . · free Billy 1oeltickets? We're. all 
Education in the Arts.'' Fr. Hoff · · out." I guess I'll just have to settle 
will present a whimsical interpre~ . for going to Howl at the Moon _to-· 
tive dance, and Fr. Kennealy will night; they'll probably play "Piano 
recite bawdy limericks for your Man'.' l 7 times anyway. 
enjoyment. 
"It don't matter if you 're black 
or white.". Oh, yeah'. Yes, I did; I 
.just quoted Michael Jackson. 
Don't get too offended, because 
it's all in honor of todaf s Women 
of Color luncheon, sponsored by 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs. 
All the smooth criminals should 
-make their way to the Terrace 
Room for a thriller of a time, start-
ing at 11:30 a.m. Easy asA·B~C. 
NIT. Not InviTed. Not In the 
Tournament. Never mind about 
brackets, 'cause even though yo1:1 
beat some teams who)e dancln ', 
you have to siT at home since the 
senile old men of the NCAA think , 
Southwest Podunk State is a bet-' 
No "Uptown Girl'.' for me, you 
said? I would rather get moshed .. 
to the cosistency of papif;:r-mache 
paste and then sauteed in a fine ·· 
blend. of strangers' vomit and 
urine; quoth thol1? You got it. 
Backwards "K"orn is playing to~ . 
night at·Dayton's Nutter Center, 
alongwith fellow warden of death 
Rob Zombie. The madness n' 
mayhem begin at 7 p.m. 
FRIDAY . 
·.Mar'ch 12 
They symboli.ze love, p~ace 
. and beauty. Th~y are a gardener's · 
· obsession ... arid they mocked Alice 
HELP WANTED . FOR RENT 
when she went through the look-
ing glass. I am referring, pf 
course, to flowers, lesfleurs,-and · 
you can see ail kinds of them at 
the Spring Show at the Krohn 
· (:onservatory. for free. It's right 
by Eden Park, which means if you 
keep heading down Victory Park-
way, you'll run right intoit. Well, 
you will if you conveniently 
swerye to the left befor~ you get 
to the park. Bui: c;Ion't do that, 
you'll kill all them purty daisies. 
Singing is not really your forte. 
Maybe you can carry ·a turie, but · 
let's face it, you're no Britney 
. ' ·. \ 
Spears. No matter, because to-
night you can indulge yoµr farita~ 
sies of stardom and annoy all your 
friends a:t'SAC's k~raoke fest. 
Brockman residents, invest.in ear-
anymore.· It was my civic duty to 
. do so, you see: Come see many 
members of the XU crowd do their 
. thing on the runway tonight dur-
ing' the Black Student Association 
fashion show. They'll be workin' 
it at 8 p.m. in the University Cen~ 
ter Theatre. 
You \Vant Irish? We got your 
Irish right here. The. Museurp 
Center is hosting a Celtic Lands 
Culture Fest today from IO_a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Robert Parrish, the Chief 
himself, will make a special ap-
pearance in full Celtie dress. :The ·· 
-home uniforms, !think. Oh, \Vait. 
Not those Celtics. The ones with 
Druids'and heaths and things. Got 
·it. Then I don't think Robert 
Parrish will 'be there. 
plugs, because this confab is con- 'Twas.the eve ere St. Patrick's, 
vening in your basement, Tucker's and right near downtown, ari Irish 
Lounge, specifically. Delusions of ·dinner and ·concert was found. 
grandeur can be lived out here OK,. so rhythm isn't my strong 
from 8-10 p.m; · - _point. Neither is. rhyming, upon 
Sometimes I hear things, arid I 
think, I dicin 't hear that correctly. · 
I would like to see it written down. 
Then I see it written, and confu-
. sion still reigns. Like "lnstrumen- · 
tal Ensembles Concert." An en-
. semble of instruments? An en-
semble· of songs with no. W()rds? 
Who makes up these ensembles? 
Whg knows. The ea'igma will be 
revealed. tonight _at 7:30 p~m. in 
the U~iversity Center Theatre. · 
Even better. Now I have "Baby 
One More Time" stuck in my brain 
like a Jolly ~iuicher cemented to 
. back molars .. Serve~ me right-er. 
Bucking the B-'train (Bitter, of 
course) this week is the~omen's · 
basketball team, who are going to 
waltz, polka arid rumba their way 
througli_the Dance, starting with 
Florida International today around 
9 p.m. If you feel like a road tdp, 
UConn.is th.e place for you. 
furtherreflection. Oh, well. Said 
feas.t and music commence at 6 
p.m'., also in the Museum Center. 
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Today is Sunday. Today is a 
.Lenten- Sunday clqse tq ·si; 
Patrick's DaY, So, if you gave1.ip 
•green beer or leprechauns for the. 
season, today would be a good 
occasfon fo take a respite from, 
··your self-denh1l. 
The Irish insanity never stOps 
here. in. old '.Nati-town, as evi" 
denced by the parade taking place 
today at 1 p.m. The scene is.Pete 
O'Rose Way. Green beer ayail~ 
ability was not· spec.ified, so _take 
your inebriated chances on that 
one. 
The Classical Guitar and Piano· 
series is back with a blazing ven-
geance tonight in the University 
Center Theatre. at 7 :30 p.m. This. 
week the muse works through 
Mark Elf, jazz guitarist. Elf will 
Ma r ch 13 . .be accompanied by Bob Bodley. 
"Sashay, chantay, chantay, ·· · on bass. 'Also appearing with Elf . 
chantay, chanta:y!'' Yes, on yes,' I will be Steve Dw;irf on piano, Joe 
did.· No one'quotf;:s drag queens Midget on clarinet and David . 
·FOR RENT' 
After. all the pre-St. Paddy's 
Day debauchery cthd shenanigans; 
we· all need a little exorcism of per-
sonal demons .. What a perfect time 
for Food and Human Rights 
· Wee~. sponsored by Amnesty In-
ternational and Earthbread. In 
honor of this always festive w.eek, 
eat food and be ... right. 
Your friends think you're quite 
the punster. "He can really turn a 
phrase," they all shout as you walk 
. by. Put this talent to ggod sigri 
making use as the WCW Monday 
· Nitro rolls into the Firstar Center .. 
today at·7:30 p.m .. Find some"' 
thing that rhymes with "Goldberg" 
or "Wolfpack;'. or make a clever 
acrosstic out of "NwO.'~ You'll 
be the hero of all your friends for · 
sure when your cleverness shows 
up on TNT next week. Good luck, 
chief. Make us proud. · 
·The swing revival stick still 
feels pretty good when you beat 
yourself over the· head wi!h it,. 
huh? Theri you'll definitely want 
to trek to Bogart's tonight; as the 
Freschetta Mirror Ball Tour stops 
in town. (Beware 'the Man, chil-
dren. He's everywhere.: Even in 
. your extra-dry martini.) s:3o p.m. 
starts the jivin' and wailin' with 
faves like Alien Fa~hion Show. 
If you want his ]:>ody, and you 
think he's sexy, come on sugar, go 
to the Nutter Center in Dayton to-
night for a Rod Stewart extrava" 
ganz_a. Lord knows why you 
would want to subject yourself to 
this tripe. Perhaps you 're sorrie · 
· sort of asetic and like to torture 
yourself. Maybe you're still mys-
tified as to why or how Rod 
Stewart could be married to 
Rachel Hunter. Whatever the 
motivation, the Rodster is set .to · 
appear af 8 p.m. 
.FOR RENT 
100 lristructors/Counse- 3 bedroom, 2 bath house 
lors needed. Co-ed sleep- very close to campus. Se_c-
away camp. Pocono Moun~ · ' onds from Kroger's. ·features 
tains, Pennsylvania. Over 60 . hardwood floors, very spa-
·cla.s.sifieds 
4 bedroom apartment. 
Walking distance to Xavier. All· 
utilities include_d·: Equipped 
kitchens. Off-street parking. 
l:iyde Park roommate 
needed to· rent a ·renovated 
house. Month to month rental 
OK. Washer & dryer. From 
$200-$320, includes utilities. 
Call 321~2144. 
land/water activities, Good cious rooms;- dining room, 
salary/tips! .1 ~800~422~9842 . kitchen, off-street parkil'Jg; ,new 
(www,earripeayuga~com)• , ·· .·· appliarices.,$1100/month. Call 
· ·· · · · · . ., 351-2178·x5.: 
·ASSISTANT TEACHERS ·FOR .. RENT 
· FulVpart-time for loddler & · 5 bedroom & 2 bedroom 
preschool program. Competi- · · .·.· apartments. lon'g/short term · 
tive salary, EOE. Send ·cQve~ 
letter.&·. res.um· e to Educatio_n.·. . ·lease. available. Walking dis" · tance to Xavier. Call 405-3466. · ·· 
Coordinator, 1607 .Mansfield 
St:, Cincinnati, OH ·45210 or FOR RENT 
· call.621-3032; • · ·· 3 bedroom apartrrient near 
·· · · Oakley Square, large rooms, 
HELP WANTED private porch. All utilities in-
Part-time babysitting for eluded in rent. $775 per. 
summer. UC Medical School · 
faculty member needs de-. mo,-ith. Call 305~5Q21 · 
pendable babysitter for 4,1/2 · FOR RENT 
--· --
year-old sol'l from 12-6 M_on. 2 bedroom summer apart-
thru Fri. Must have driver's Ii- mentS. long/short term lease 
cense & own· transportation. available. Cross. street from 
Please call 558-2762 if iriter- · ·· Xavier on Dana. Call 249-
ested. 3877. 
Classifieds are 25 cents ·per · 
word ·with a $5. minimum. To 




Head swim coach, Lakota. 
·Stingrays summer 1999. Mid-
May thru·end of July. Approx. 
25 hciurs' per we_ek. ,Send 
resume & salary requirement:. 
c/o Lakota YMCA/ P.O. Box 
692, West Chester, OH 45071. 
Information, call Robin Reese 
(513) 777~1235: . 
FREE RADIO + $1,250 
Fundraiser open to student . 
groups.& organizations .. Earn 
$3-$5 per Visa/MC app .. W.e 
supply all materials at no cost.· 
Call for info or visit our website: 
Qualified callers receive a free .. 
baby · · boom · box. 
·1-800-!:}32-0528 x65~· · 
www.ocmconcepts.com. 
·. Security systems available. 
Cable OK. Also, basement 
room available at reduced 
··rates. Call 242-1567. 
HELP WANTED · . 
landscape, maintain & in-
stall Hyde Park Area Co. Run 
by Xavier grads, '84 & '88. Full 
• & part-time positions. Excel-
lent ·pay; ·No experience ·· 
needed. We will landscape the. 
Cintas Center in spring ·of· 
2000; planted Cohen Center 
last tall. Call Wimberg land- · 
soaping for interview,• 271-. 
2332; . 
HELP WANTED 
Immediate openings for 
handyman/painter, fulHime/ . 
part~tirrie. Flexible hours. Con-
tact Glen@ 63179805. 
CARFORSALE 
Plymouth ·Laserc RS '91. 
Garaged; one owner, new 
tires. Auto, air, excellent con-
dition. 127k. $2,000 firm. Call 
578-9255. XU alumnus. 
HELP WANTED . 
landscape, full/part time 
positions available. Benefits. 
Immediate· openings. Must 
have valid driver's license. Call · 
948~0688 for interview. · · · 
'FOR SALE. • • ··· 
Pioneer 12 disc automobile 
·co changer.&•Pioneer multi-
co control, FM/AM, t\ldo~ 
deck amplifier with detacih!ible • .· 
face for sal~. Barely used. Call · 
x8795.· 
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